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Abstract In architecture and related disciplines, like structural engineering, complexity plays a fundamental part. Every designer is presented with a problem, which can be solved in many different ways. Illustrating this case are the totally different designs made by students or architects for the same task. Although there are totally different outcomes to a problem, the different solutions all resolve the design problem to an extent. Considering specific goals, requirements and overall design quality the performance of a design is key to its success. But, actually rating the performance of different designs is traditionally difficult. This research shows a system for performance evaluation and multiobjective optimization implemented in a computational design process to identify best performing designs. Freeform architecture is widely known from buildings by architects like Frank Gehry and Foster + Partners. The word blob speaks to the imagination. Freeform architecture is characterized by non-orthogonal shapes and many double curves surfaces. These freeform shapes introduce a lot of structural challenges. The materialization is often solved by triangulating the surface, because triangles are rigid (“stiff”) and planar (“flat”) by nature. Other ways of tessellating (“paneling”) complex surfaces are handled in this thesis. The focus is on rigidity of non-standard tessellations, to give the esthetics of these types of buildings a boost in a structural smart way. This research is twofold. Firstly it treats the complexity of design using a computational intelligent method to achieve, with regard to a limited set of goals, high performing designs. Secondly, an architectural and structural challenge to conceptually design a freeform roof framework, which integrates structural rigidity and non-standard tessellation. Both of the challenges are integrally researched in the form of a conceptual design for a market hall in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. A redevelopment setting has been chosen to give context for the research. The method Intelligent Design Objects is wielded to handle multi-objective optimization using a genetic algorithm. Knowledge from the exact sciences is employed during the design process to interpret parametrically generated alternatives and make automated decisions. For structural analysis, focusing on rigidity, a relatively new and rarely applied numerical analysis method is used. The basis of this calculation is a singular value decomposition of the equilibrium matrix of a framework. The tessellations form single layer frameworks. The bars, discrete line elements, approximate a smooth freeform roof surface. To be able to computationally localize mechanisms, which are problematic flexible parts of a framework, the application of a new additional method is introduced. Keywords: freeform architecture, form finding, tessellation, tiling, complexity, computation, generative design, parametric design, multi-objective optimization, performance based design, structural analysis, rigidity
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Chapter 1. Introduction The aim of this graduation project is to learn and use a computational design approach that permits to ensure architectural and structural design quality. This is done by addressing soft aspects of architectural design using methodologies from the exact sciences for describing the design process mathematically. These methods are computational intelligent methods, since they are uniquely able to address the complexity of design.



§ 1.1 Problem statement The problems to be studied are identification and application of computational methods to effectively handle; in the first place the complexity issue of systematically finding better design solutions during the architectural design process, and secondly structural issues concerning non-standard tessellation of freeform roofs and their rigidity. In particular focusing on identifying optimal design solutions, satisfying several, sometimes conflicting, objectives concerning an architectural concept, functionality and structural performance.



§ 1.2 Research Main research question “How to create a performance driven freeform non-standard tessellated roof structure using parametric modelling and evolutionary optimization for the architectural and structural design?” Sub questions - “Is evolutionary computation suitable to identify integral designs involving structural assessment in the fitness assessment loop?” - “Can numerical analysis be used to identify rigid structural tessellations for freeform structures?” - “Is evolutionary computation suitable to identify a complex roof geometry, which satisfies functional and architectural requirements of a redevelopment program?” Goal The goal of study is to verify the validity of the proposed computational intelligence-based design methodology and develop additional computational means for non-standard rigidity analysis by means of a design assignment.



§ 1.3 Design assignment As a case study the design of a market hall in The Netherlands will be proposed in a redevelopment setting. The focus will be the design of a performance-based complex geometry and non-standard tessellated roof. Performance of a number of objectives will be taken into account. Multi-objective optimization will be used to reach highest performing designs. The objectives deal with structural performance and functionality in relation to the architectural concept of a freeform roof in a redevelopment setting.
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§ 1.4 Method description First a technical scientific literature study will be conducted, followed by precedents research and analysis. Furthermore, proposed software will be studied. For the design case a parametric approach for the generation of shape, structure and tessellation patterns will be used. A structural rigidity assessment method using matrix operations and the singular value decomposition developed by S. Pellegrino and C.R. Callendine in the late 80’s and 90’s will be used as a basis to develop a design tool, which can identify rigid non-standard structural tessellations. Followed by the implementation of the IDO computational formalism as proposed by Bittermann (2009). This includes performance evaluation with a fuzzy neural tree and evolutionary search using a Pareto based genetic algorithm for multi-objective optimization. IDO allows dealing with the complexity of the architectural design, which encompasses a multitude of possible design solutions and non-linear relationships between problem entities (i.e. conflicting objectives).



§ 1.5 Relevance The scientific relevance is profound understanding of the architectural design process with a focus on building technology as an intelligent activity. The roles of form, structure, feasibility, redevelopment, abstraction and objective-based search in this process will be further clarified through the study. The relevance for society is the guaranteed quality of a proposed design, which is very desirable due to the present economic fallback, resource scarcity and other environmental concerns. This will be uniquely achieved by means of computational performance measurement and ensuring systematic design synthesis. The design case in particular is relevant to the European food industry, since due to new European legislation the preparation and sale of food on open-air markets becomes impossible. The internationally proven typology of the market hall is relatively new for The Netherlands and offers a solution that meets the modern requirements. Society will benefit from the qualitative local urban improvements associated with the redevelopment of the original market location. The newly proposed rigidity tool for pin-jointed frameworks allows architects and structural engineers to search for, and identify useful structures with a new architectural expression. It allows for complex envelopes built with different tessellations than basic triangulated doubly curved surfaces.
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Chapter 2. Background This chapter introduces core concepts of used methods, theory and software. Background and history of market halls can be found in the chapter 4.



§ 2.1 Computation and architectural design § 2.1.1 Complexity In architecture we deal with complexity. This means firstly that there are a lot of design variables influencing the design, often too many to grasp by the human mind and secondly the nonlinear relationship among them. The first aspect is the multitude of variables. Different combinations of variables give different designs. In a simple design case it would still be possible to determine the best solution using our brains as a processor. If however the amount of variables grows, the possible solutions grow exponentially as well. In this situation it is almost impossible to manually find the “best” design. Comparing a seemingly infinite amount of designs becomes problematic. In practice we can see that usually only a handful of options are explored and compared. Even with few design alternatives it is already difficult to substantiate the best design. Therefore we need math, to describe consistent rules, to describe what is “best”. Using the computer a lot of different solutions can be compared, every time following the same mathematical rules to find the best solutions out of the immense solution space. The second aspect of complexity is the nonlinear relationship between the design variables. We can hardly find variables that only influence one aspect of the design. There are conflicting variables and not all variables influence a given aspect of the design to the same extend. Systematically finding a better solution after interpreting a variant is due to the nonlinear relationship and the sheer amount of variables a difficult task. The computer is much better in dealing with a lot of data and relationships, is faster and more consistent. It is however up to the programmer to create a smart way of dealing with the data to, in the end, find the optimal design solution. The computational methods studied for multi-objective optimization and applied to the design assignment are twofold: a method for performance evaluation and a method for evolutionary search. And will be discussed further on. We can summarize the above by stating that a complex systems is more than the sum of its parts, and conclude that consequentially any model of its structure is necessarily incomplete and partial (Batty & Torrens, 2005).



§ 2.1.2 Digital models In architecture a model is traditionally understood to be a miniature physical version of a building part, design or conceptual shape. These scaled physical models are referred to as analogue models (Puusepp, 2011). A shift has taken place from physical to the digital
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domain, 3D CAD tools are widely used to create a virtual version of the design. Making changes became much easier this way and new geometric possibilities emerged. With rapid prototyping the loop is completed and we are back in the physical domain again. Rapid prototyping allows to quickly create a physical object from the virtual representation of the design, for example 3D printing. In most cases the 3D CAD tools are still just a digital alternative to first: pencil and paper, and next the physical models of cardboard, plastics and glue. The real power of computation is often not understood in architectural design. But a computational intelligent design attitude is emerging. “Models are, by definition, a simplification of some reality which involves distilling the essence of that reality to some lesser representation.” (Batty & Torrens, 2005) Next to the miniature or virtual 3D representation of a design, models can be seen as schematic abstractions. During the traditional design process architects create for example routing scheme, schemes of how the architect envisions the visitors way finding through different spaces. Schemes like this can be made without an actual finished design and can even structure the layout of a building plan. With a model the relations between objects, which can be a physical object, a function or for example a design goal, can be described schematically. In the exact sciences these objects and relations are defined mathematically, they form a logic system. Models can be used to study complex systems, like routing or a total architectural design. It can help to gain deeper understanding of the complexity of design. The focus of this thesis is on parametric and computational models. They encompass algorithmic logic to deal with complexity and to generate design solutions. The 3D models are in this context only representations of the output of these generative models.



§ 2.1.3 Generative modelling Generative modelling, as understood in this thesis, includes two general sub models and their relation: a parametric model, a computational model and the feedback loop. Krish describes generative design as a “transformation of computational energy into creative exploration energy empowering human designers to explore greater number of design possibilities within modifiable constrains" (2013). A generative model describes an iterative and dynamic process, which finds solutions to the design problems through the repetition of design development cycles (Puusepp, 2011). A generative model has input and an output during every step of the process. For the parametric design those are respectively the Figure 1: Generative model flowchart
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design variables and their corresponding alternative design solutions. These solutions function as the input for the performance evaluation, which is part of the computational model. The outputs are performance scores. These scores in relation to the initial design variables can be interpreted by the evolutionary optimization algorithm which distills new design variables, and will in the end, after many iterations, give the highest performing designs as final output. This process allows to find design solutions to the complex design task which aren’t found using a traditional design process (Zee & Vries, 2008). The model can also be seen as a design in itself, because the programmer carefully creates the process of coming to a building. The generative model is therefore an abstract design solution (Frazer, 1995).



§ 2.1.3.1 Performance based design and optimization To ensure the overall quality, the aim of the design is to have an as high as possible performance. The global method chosen to come to a final performance-based design is optimization through computation. To be able to use an optimization algorithm a complete generative model is necessary. First the parametric model to describe the design mathematically, and secondly the computational model: the brain that interprets solutions and gives feedback in terms of new design variables. Optimization can be considered a mathematical problem which can be solved by a computational system. It can be defined as: “the process to find the minimum (or maximum) of an object-function within a given set of boundaries or constraints” (Coenders & TU Delft Faculteit Civiele Techniek en Geowetenschappen., 2008). Professor Kalyanmoy Deb defines optimality even more to the point as a solution that cannot be improved any further (1998). Key to the optimization problem is the definition of the chosen design sub-objectives in a mathematical way and translating them to a knowledge base. In this research the knowledge base, sub- and main objective-functions are modeled in the software Grasshopper. This model describes both geometry generation and the performance evaluation. The subject of optimization is the freeform envelope structure. Boundaries or in other words constraints determine the freedom of the proposed genetic algorithm to search the optimum. The general mathematical representation of a single optimization problem is described as below.



Where: F(x): object function gi: inequality restriction functions hj: equality restriction functions fi(x): i-th object function x: parameters
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§ 2.1.3.2 Design objectives Overall design performance is a very abstract value and hard to interpret. Therefor multiple more tangible objectives are defined each with, in the end, measurable sub-objectives. Because we’re dealing with an architectural object and an urban intervention we have to deal with a lot of objectives to make it a successful design. It is however nearly impossible to incorporate all objectives in a model; this would require too much computation resources. So, just like in a human design process, there will be a focus on multiple general goals that are deemed the most important for the specific design assignment. To be able to put the objectives in a mathematical form they have to be defined in a very practical way.



§ 2.1.3.3 Generative design process The generative model imitates the human design process to find design solutions. As in regular design different stages in the design can be recognized. An earlier exploration of a generative method, using a design for the Msc2 course Standup Architecture, is used to explain the different stages belonging to the parametric and computational model used in this research. In this example three objectives are chosen, they deal with: climate, functionality and architecture (shown in red, blue and green). During this graduation research the focus will be on structural properties instead of climate.



Figure 2: Generative model in Grasshopper with the different stages



The presented model has four different generic stages. The first two belong to the parametric model. Namely defining the design variables (in purple) and secondly generating a design solution (orange). The third and fourth stages belong to the computational model: checking the chosen design objectives (green, red and blue) and finally making a choice (yellow and grey). To find the best performing design the stages are iterated, new variable values are chosen according to the GA. The first stage works as input for the second stage, they represent the design variables. Design variables are in this case number sliders, meaning that in a given domain all realistic numbers can be chosen. The values of the number sliders can be picked manually to
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experiment with the design manually. During the optimization process the variables are chosen according to the GA. In the second stage a design is created. Different approaches for creating the building and structure can be implemented, as long as the shape and all other relevant properties are mathematically defined. For example: pattern generation, evolutionary growth or packing. Thirdly the defined objectives are examined and the sub-objectives are graded according to their performance. In the example shown above: architecture (green), climate (red) and functionality (blue). Last but not least there is an abstraction of the performance scores (yellow) and the multi objective optimization (grey). They implement methods for performance evaluation and evolutionary search respectively and are further discussed in the section about the computational model below. During the abstraction the sub-objective scores are fuzzified, using for example Gaussian functions the scores are interpreted and given a performance score between zero and one. The functions (yellow) judge how good the sub-objectives perform. The curves have been defined using our domain knowledge. A steeper curve means that we are very strict about the objective. The functions are the leaf nodes of the FNT. They don’t need to be Gaussian for the method to work, but are often a useful choice. The scores are the input for a (simple) FNT, the multi-objective optimization starts after the performance evaluation. First the sub-objectives are “summarized” in objectives of a higher abstraction level by the internal nodes. A weight factor, based on domain knowledge, determines the relative importance. Via the root nodes (tree output) the performance scores of the main objectives are run through the GA, in this case the Lotus component to perform the evolutionary search. The Lotus solver minimizes the non-performance or in other words maximizes the objective performances in steps (generations). During every step the algorithm learns and picks new values for the design variables in stage one. This completes the loop, and is shown by the yellow curves. Every model iteration a population with better performing solutions is generated. To, in the end find the optimal performing designs.



§ 2.1.4 Parametric modelling Steps one and two, mentioned in the previous section, are part of the parametric model. Standalone they form a fast method of creating design possibilities. A parametric model can thus be used by a designer to quickly generate different designs. The designer can then manually pick a solution or use a computational model to help him decide or create better solutions. This way of design has recently received a lot of attention in architecture schools and practice. P. Schumacher even introduced ‘Parametricism’ as a new architectural style consisting of designs which can only be created using advanced computational techniques of scripting and parametric modelling in specialized CAD software (Schumacher, 2008). The parametric model itself is acyclic, so there are no automatic iterative loops. The objects described by the model are described as a set of architectural elements and the interrelationships between them (Puusepp, 2011). In the example above the values of the design variables can be picked manually by changing the so called number sliders to experiment with the design manually. During the optimization process the variables are chosen according to a genetic algorithm (part of the dynamic computational model).
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Since there is no computation unit which can interpret the generated solutions and change the generated outcome a parametric model cannot deal with complexity and is in essence a static model. There is a strict linear relation between the design variables and the design. The parametric model is therefore only a different representation of the building geometry (Puusepp, 2011).



§ 2.1.5 Computational model - IDO The computational model is the intelligent part of the generative model since it is uniquely able to address the complexity of design. A computational model is able to interpret the input data, this is called evaluation and forms the knowledge base of the model. It can also act according a defined rule base to suggest changes, which are improvements of the design. The new formalism named: Intelligent Design Objects (IDO), as proposed by Bittermann (2009), will be studied as a computational method to find the best performing design. IDO combines new methods of performance evaluation and evolutionary search for a cognitive approach of architectural design.



§ 2.1.5.1 Performance evaluation with a Fuzzy Neural Tree Implementing IDO the performance of multiple alternatives will be evaluated with a fuzzy neural tree (FNT). A FNT combines a neural tree to structure information with the reasoning process of fuzzy logic. This combination allows a transparent way of modeling and is able to deal with the above-discussed complexity. In a FNT, as can be seen in figure 1, different aspects of the design are evaluated. We can distinguish leaf nodes, internal nodes and a root node. The root node is the overall design performance. Going down in the tree we find internal nodes representing abstract aspects of the design; like sustainability or functionality. The further down we move in the tree the more tangible the aspects become. Finally, at the lowest level the leaf nodes, or terminal nodes, are found. The leaf nodes represent the elemental design requirements.



Figure 3: Fuzzy Neural Tree example (Bittermann, 2009)



Thus, using the FNT, multiple sub-aspects of the design are evaluated to come to an abstract overall design performance. An expert determines the relative importance of the sub-aspects, this is done by attributing a weight factor to all node connections. All weights together total unity. Mathematically the nodes (design aspects) are described by Gaussian
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fuzzy membership functions. Gaussians ensure a solution and smoothness (Ciftcioglu, Bittermann, & Sariyildiz, 2007). Fuzzy logic allows us to rate soft design aspects mathematically. At the leaf nodes the values of the design requirements are fuzzified. This means that a performance score between zero and one is given according to the by an expert defined function. A high value near unity means high performance, the design requirement is fulfilled, and values near zero mean a low performance score for the given design requirement. These so called fuzzy memberships functions are the core of the knowledge base of the computational model made in this thesis. The definition of the membership functions steers the design in a certain direction. Some are soft design preferences and others can be stricter, for example structural performance. The choices to implement certain sub goals, defined by the membership functions, are up to the designer. They make certain design preferences explicit and the design process more transparent.



Figure 4: Fuzzy Neural Tree in more detail, own modification (Bittermann, 2009)



§ 2.1.5.2 Fuzzy membership functions At the leaf nodes, the most tangible and physical domain of the FNT, membership functions are used to determine the performance of individual design aspects. These elementary requirements are rated according to the degree of membership. The shapes of these membership functions are to be chosen by the designer. They can be linear, non-linear, convex, non-convex, etc. Two distinct fields using fuzzy logic can be distinguished for rule-based systems (inference): control systems and expert systems. An expert system emulates human reasoning, and is used in this thesis. There is however an historical bias to the control domain, which resulted in a relative neglect of the application in human reasoning (Garibaldi & John, 2003).
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In control systems piecewise, linear functions, Gaussians or Sigmoids are almost exclusively used as membership functions in fuzzy sets. Garibaldi & John, however discuss the possibility of using non-convex functions. Figure 5: Standard (convex) membership function types (Kasabov, 1996)



Consider the example below. The temperature of milk and their fuzzy terms, which relate to linguistic values, are used to describe the temperature when consumed. Representing this problem in fuzzy terms is called conceptualization in fuzzy terms. And representing the linguistic variable drinkability in a set of (multiple) linguistic values, like icy, cold, medium and hot, is called fuzzy quantization. In the left graph every term is described using a convex membership function from the regular typologies shown above. On the right side however we see a non-convex membership describing drinkability. In human reasoning this is a very straightforward way of describing the performance of the consumption temperature of milk in fuzzy terms. The architectural related objectives used in this thesis are therefore described in this way.



Figure 6: Milk temperature, Left: Convex membership functions, Right: Non-convex membership function (Garibaldi & John, 2003)



Note that the scientific substantiation for these particular shapes is not given. For different problems like drinkability or the in architecture important perception, different scientific methods can be used to support a particular function shape. In the field of architecture this has hardly been studied. According to Zimmermann (1987) generally hardly any formal justification for specific shapes are even offered. Authors normally take a pragmatic approach by assuming some kind of membership function and then see if it works. Finding a scientific ground for the shapes of different membership functions is not part of this thesis, but proves an interesting subject. The shapes of the membership functions in this thesis are determined by personal preferences and expert knowledge.
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§ 2.1.5.3 Evolutionary optimization Evolutionary search is the second part of IDO. It is a computational intelligence method of finding the optimal solution in the immense multi-dimensional solution space. Comparing all design alternatives would be time-wise impossible due to resource limits and thus genetic algorithms (GA), inspired by biological evolution mechanisms, are used to search the solution space in a smart and faster way. They are able to deal with multiple objectives and the complexity in design. The evolutionary search is an iterative process; per iteration a solution set is created. The set is called, in GA terms, a generation. It consists of a population of solutions and all solutions have different genes (design variables). The first solution set is generated randomly. The next generations are generated by the algorithm, emulating the biological reproduction by paring solutions. After every iteration the genes of two of the best performing solutions are combined to create a new set of genes. These genes form the design variables of new generations. This process mimics natural selection in a limited sense; the fittest solutions survive, but they are not per se the solutions that are the most capable of handling a changing context. Solutions that fit the given context best will be the highest performing designs. To avoid that the algorithm gets stuck in local optima a chance of mutations is added to the equation. The original implemented GA was based on adaptive, relaxed Pareto front formation combined with the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II). The details of these methods can be found in the literature (Ciftcioglu & Bittermann, 2009; Deb, Pratap, Agarwal, & Meyarivan, 2002). The previously used software is however no longer compatible with the used versions of Rhino and Grasshopper. Thus for the final evolutionary search a similar, but in some aspects, more complete tool is integrated in the generative model. TOI Lotus is replaced by Octopus. The main difference between the two tools is the implementation of the GA. Octopus is based on SPEA-2 in combination with the HypE algorithm by Zitzler, Deb and Thiele. While Lotus works with an improved version of NSGAII. Both GA’s use non-dominated sorting to find the Pareto front, however there are some differences in the way to achieve this. For example the diversity assignment, replacement and archiving (Liefooghe, Jourdan, & Talbi, 2009). To maintain the diversity NSGA-II uses crowding-distance and SPEA-2 uses a k-nearest neighbor approach. Furthermore NSGA-II applies elitist replacement where SPEA-2 uses a general replacement strategy. Finally only SPEA-2 uses an archive. Both GA’s use a binary tournament for their selection of new genes. More details about SPEA-2 can be found in the literature (Zitzler, Laumanns, & Thiele, 2001).
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§ 2.1.5.4 Design generations and solutions During every loop a new population of designs is generated, called a generation. The design performances of different solutions are shown in the graphs below, every dot is a complete design. It is a mathematical representation of the performance of that particular design. Solutions near the bottom left of a graph indicate good performing designs, because this GA tries to minimize scores. Therefor the values and objective descriptions on the axes are inverted. The axes correspond to the main objectives. After running the Lotus GA solver, a plugin for the algorithmic modelling tool Grasshopper, with a population of 50 designs per generation and a mutation probability of 0.05 we can see that in this case towards the 20th generation slowly a Pareto front is formed. All solutions on the Pareto front are high performing solutions and not dominated. Design solutions on the Pareto front may vary greatly from endpoint to endpoint, since the solutions in the top-left and bottom-right corner score particularly well on different objectives. Solutions in the middle are often more of a compromise, therefor the architecturally most interesting designs are found toward the edges of the front. Choosing a design from the Pareto front assures that a high performing design is chosen, but it is still up to the designer to make the final decision.



Figure 7: Example of Pareto front formation after 20 generations.
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§ 2.2 Freeform geometry in architecture Geometry, although hardly studied as science during the architecture education, is fundamental to the domain of architecture and building in general. To be able to perceive, or have a notion of, space we need at least two-dimensional boundaries, planes or surfaces. It allows us to be in front, at the back, above or under the object. The word stems from the ancient Greek word γεωμετρία and means the measurement of earth (geo: earth, -metron: measurement). As a science it is the math dealing with shapes and the properties of space. In architecture we deal with geometry from the earliest form finding steps to construction and eventually use. It is also the main medium for communication as it is able to graphically represent the designed shapes of a building to be. Since antiquity the architectural language has been dominated by Euclidian geometry. This system, attributed to the Alexandrian Greek mathematician Euclid, was the first comprehensive and logical system describing proportions. Starting with the plane and advancing to the solid geometry in three dimensions, this is still the basis of Architectural education. This seems logical since Euclidian geometry studies the flat space as it can be drawn on a flat piece of paper; it is a constructive theory, since the axioms can easily be checked with compass and straightedge. Oversimplifying it boils down to straight parallel and perpendicular lines in contrast to curved lines. In contrast to the former we now know non-Euclidian geometry. Gauss, Bolyai and Lobachevsky showed that the Euclidian method is only one way of developing geometry. Non-Euclidian geometry leaves the flat space study in favor of curved space. All nonEuclidian geometry negates the Euclidean fifth postulate, known as the parallel postulate1, which only holds for geometry studied on a flat plane. Two important non-Euclidian studies are Riemannian (elliptic) geometry, on a sphere or ellipse, and hyperbolic geometry also known as saddle geometry. Both relatively new ideas developed in the 19 th century.



Figure 8: Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometry (Wikipedia, 2008)



Beginning in the 17th century calculus and analytic geometry started to being applied on curves and surfaces and the new discipline of differential geometry arose (Shelden, 2009). This mathematical approach of geometry is rather unexplored in architecture. But since the advances in computation and development of user-friendly CAD tools the established as well as cutting edge mathematical knowledge of shapes and space is indirectly being applied by architects and building engineers. Currently the use of computational geometry of Euclidean shapes is well established because of the ease to draw these relatively simple Given any straight line and a point not on it, there "exists one and only one straight line which passes" through that point and never intersects the first line, no matter how far they are extended. (Szudzik & Weisstein) 1
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shapes in 2D and 3D CAD programs. Since the mid-1990s traditional CAD programs where put aside in favor of experiments with more advanced 3D programs normally used for movies and special effects (Waters, 2003). Blobitecture, as a first recognized by the architecture critic Reed Kroloff as a new genre, is the resulting and still popular movement of amoeba-like shapes. In the works of Frank Gehry, Norman Foster, Zaha Hadid, Kas Oosterhuis, Peter Cook and Colin Fournier we can see that modern architecture embraced the possibilities of non-Euclidian and more complex freeform shapes. Freeform geometry is not official defined, but can generally be identified by its smooth, flowing lines, unique and varying shape, and lack of symmetries (Hambleton, Hendricks, & Kooymans, 2009). In geometry we can distinguish discrete differential (mathematical described) geometry, as the discrete counterpart of differential geometry. The building blocks of discrete geometry are straight finite elements. For example polygons and meshes. With discrete geometry the smooth differential geometry with curvature can be approximated. This is done in most cases for gaming visualization and architecture. In architecture we still mainly have to build building from elements with maximum sizes. And these elements often need to be as simple possible to be cost efficient. To describe geometry we make use of points, curves and surfaces. Points are also often called nodes or vertices. Well know curves are Nurbs, Bezier curves and T-Splines. The degree of a curve determines the possible smoothness. A degree one Nurbs curve is linear and exists out line segments. Surfaces can be further developed into a volume, in reality every shape is a volume since nothing has zero thickness. Roofs, like the one designed during this r esearch, can be represented by a surface conceptually. And especially the mathematical concept curvature of this surface tells a lot about the blobyness. It basically describes the slope of a surface at a particular point on the surface in multiple directions. Gaussian and mean curvature are common abstractions to describe the curvature using principal curvatures. As an example the three different Gaussian curvature typologies are given below. The exact theory and more helpful examples can be found in the literature (Schröder, 2011).



Figure 9: Left to right: dome, cylinder, saddle, respectively: positive, zero and negative Gaussian curvature (Schröder, 2011)
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§ 2.3 Structural design and optimization The objectives of this research will focus on the structural design of a freeform roof structure and implementation of structural analysis in the assessment loop to be able to optimize the geometry. Freeform roof structures To span a large distance different structures can considered. To give an overview and put the design case in its structural context a few examples are given. Single layered frames are the main subject of this thesis. They can only span large distances if they are curved enough. Planar single layered frames are also possible but to take up the bending forces in the structure very high elements are needed. To connect different elements joints can be made like hinges or fixed. Most often frameworks are calculated using a model with hinge like joints while in construction the joints will be fixed. Figure 10: Single layer wood framework, by Shigeru Ban, Metz (Own photograph)



Space frames are more complex frameworks of multiple, but mostly two layers of frames with connections between them. Space frames are relatively light and can span large distances. The structural layer is, although very sparse, in comparison to the single layered frames very high. Therefor bending is less of a problem and slender elements can be used. Space frames can be curved and planar.



Figure 11: Space frames (Coenders & TU Delft Faculteit Civiele Techniek en Geowetenschappen., 2008)
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Cable-net structures belong to the tensile family because cables can only take up tension. There is a lot of form freedom. These structures are also very light, because elements in tension can often be very thin (depending on the material). Typically these structures are tent like due to the use of masts connecting the cables. To the cables different materials can be attached to close the surface. Instead of a complete cable net also membranes can be used to cover a space. Membranes are together with pneumatic structures the most lightweight possibilities to span large distances. The cables are in this case used to bring the membrane under tension. Figure 12: Cable net, Olympia Park by Frei Otto, Munich (Morris, 2003 75)



Pneumatic structures are shaped by air pressure. The cutting patterns and the shape of the air pockets define the actual shape. Complete inflatable churches have been made, but for example tennis court coverings are a better known example. These structures are very lightweight and cheap to build, but it is hard to maintain their shape. Wind pressure can easily deform the shape and air leaks have to be constantly compensated by pumping new air in the structure. Figure 13: Pneumatic tennis court (Jaspers, 2010)



Shells and domes are solid curved surfaces. A dome is the geometrically “pure” type. Shells can be thin and lightweight if constructed in a smart way. The form then needs to follow the force. Completely freeform shells, not shaped according to the main forces, can become locally very thick to be able to compensate for the bending forces in the structure.
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Figure 14: Shells by Candela, Valencia (Source: flickr.com Steven2358)



Geometry, material and force In architectural design the focus is on the geometry and secondary the material, with forces, or structural performance, often being the last considered drive of the design. In structural design the geometry (shape and/or configuration), materials and forces are closely interrelated. The choices of geometry and materials determine the forces in, and behaviors of the structure. These forces can be calculated and used to shape the geometry in return. The available building blocks of a structure and their sizes are often a discrete and limited set. But, they can also be made variable in the design process to find the most suitable geometry. In general a combination of geometry and material is sought to minimize the internal forces, and therefore the deformation of the building. From building codes or pure physics, constraints can be derived which ensure safety and usability.



Figure 15: Relation between geometry, material and force (Veltkamp, 2007)



Form finding and structural optimization Structural optimization can be done by using parameters which define the layout, material and shape (Coenders & TU Delft Faculteit Civiele Techniek en Geowetenschappen., 2008). The most common way is to optimize the dimensions of structural elements. The goal is
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then for example how to use the least possible material while maintaining a structural good performing building. Of course material and layout can also be optimized. The layout is especially studied in this thesis. Form finding is closely related to structural optimization and follows the statement: form follows force. With the proposed formalism of IDO it is however possible to include more objectives in the assessment loop. Therefor the forces become one of the shaping objectives and the total complexity of the design can be considered including other objectives. Other objectives related to tessellation are node simplicity, structural transparency, adherence to original design intent, and material wastage (Hambleton et al., 2009).
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Classification of structural optimization Following Coenders different methods of structural optimization can be identified. It has to be noted that different methods are useful in different stages of the design. For example analytical optimization is often practical in the early phases since they normally only work for simple cases and often produce estimates. Optimization for size and shape of building elements is something that can be done in both the early as the final stages of design. Analytical optimization is very broad because for different problems also different mathematical techniques exist. For analytical optimization often simplifications of more complex calculation methods are used. Because structural engineering problems often have a huge solution space with a lot discrete and continuous variables and object-functions not many problems can be solved analytically. The structural rigidity analysis introduced in this thesis is used as part of an optimization task. The problem is tackled mathematically, but instead of an analytical a numerical approach is used. Plainly said the difference between analytical and numerical is that numerical math works with approximations: continuous phenomenons are described in a discrete way. The method will be further explained in § 2.5. Evolutionary structural optimization (ESO) as defined by Coenders is in essence the slowly removal or shifting of inefficient material from a structure. Step-by-step the most optimal configuration is found. The extended version of ESO also allows for adding more material where needed (bi-directional). In the light of evolutionary optimization dealing with multiple objectives as introduced before it can be said that this is a limited view. Using evolutionary algorithms it is possible to optimize more than only the placement of material. Performance based optimization is similar to ESO but its clarity stands out. Clear goals are mathematically defined and the algorithm searches for the best performing design according to the goal. It is a single objective optimization technique. Often low weight is chosen as the goal (performance-objective) and for example stresses and displacement are treated as constraints. Layout optimization deals with size, shape and topology of a structure. For pure size optimization the structural configuration needs to be already set and only the individual members are optimized for their cross-section. The goal is minimizing weight while the equilibrium of the structure is already satisfied. Shape optimization deals with geometry while keeping the topology intact. The following sections will clarify these concepts. A simple example can be made using an umbrella. An open umbrella has high performance for keeping you dry. A closed umbrella performs rather badly in that respect. While opening, the connections or typology, stayed the same, but the shape changed. Topology optimization allows for the most creative changes and has been found effective in optimizing for multiple criteria. In addition to size and shape also the w ay in which elements are connected can be changed to find the best performing structure. For this research an eclectic approach is used. It could be called performance based evolutionary structural layout optimization.
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§ 2.4 Tessellation Tilling, a synonym for tessellation, is the way surfaces can be subdivided. In this field of study we find similar subjects like panelization and meshing patterns. Just like in mesh theory we can define three key elements: nodes, edges and faces. The configuration of nodes and edges can described using a connectivity topology, which will be discussed further on. These edges and nodes form a network that can be mathematically described with graph theory. The tessellation edges can describe at least two things in construction. Firstly they describe just the edges of planar or curved panels used to panelize the surface while the panels are mounted on a (slightly) different substructure. For example the Guggenheim by Frank Gehry, (see figure 16) uses this technique, the entire load bearing structure is hidden from view behind the panels. Secondly the edges and nodes can be used as part of the load bearing structure itself, they become bars and joints. This integrated way of using tessellation for panels and load bearing structure is studied in this thesis. They are so called r eticulate structures. A triangulated surface example can be found in figure 17, and more in chapter 0.



Figure 16: Guggenheim, Bilbao under construction (Source: Guggenheim.org)



Figure 17: CET, Budapest (Source: www.skyscrapercity.com)
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Tessellation is a study on patterns and has become widely known by the drawings of Escher. They are also common in the Arabic world and referred to as Islamic geometric patterns. Strictly tessellations are “defined to be a covering of a surface by congruent (or non-congruent) shapes where the shapes all meet around a common vertex” (Eastman, 2001). On all intersections of lines in a tessellation you find vertices, thus line segments can’t intersect. The shapes, or faces, are “regular” polygons (two dimensions), polyhedra (three dimensions), or polytopes (n dimensions) (Weisstein, 2013b). The line segments are thus straight, with zero curvature.



Figure 18: Escher’s lizards tiling (Source: mcescher.com)



Figure 19: Left: Tessellation, Right: Strictly mathematical not a tessellation (Eastman, 2001)



§ 2.4.1 Tessellation types Tessellations can be put in to two categories: regular and non-standard tessellations. Regular tessellations are mathematically studied the most since they have strict rules. One to three in the list below have finite amount variations per class. There are five classes of regular tessellations: 1. Regular; 2. Semi-regular; 3. Demiregular / polymorph; 4. Nonuniform periodic; 5. Nonuniform aperiodic. Regular and semi-regular tessellations are uniform, which means that the same type of polygon(s) are used at each vertex. They are also periodic, which means that the tessellation is formed by repeated translations of polygon groupings. E. Pegg (2013) makes another distinction between simple and complex regular tessellations. In simple tessellations only the translation operation is used on the shapes and in complex tessellations both rotation and reflection operations are used in combination with the translation operation.
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§ 2.4.1.2 Regular tessellation There are only three tessellations composed of the same regular (congruent) polygons symmetrically tiling the plane. A regular polygon means that all the sides have the same length. There are only three regular tessellations because only the hexagon, the square and the triangle of the regular polygons interior angles divide evenly into 360 degrees around every vertex.



Figure 20: Regular tessellation (Weisstein, 2013b)



§ 2.4.1.3 Semi-regular tessellation As for the regular tessellations the semiregular class is periodic and uniform, the polygons are however not all the same. They are sometimes also called Archimedean tessellations. With two or more convex regular polygons precisely eight tessellations can be made in a plane.



Figure 21: Semi-regular tessellation (Weisstein, 2013b)



§ 2.4.1.4 Demiregular or polymorph tessellation The polymorph tessellation is an orderly composition of three regular and eight semi-regular tessellations.



Figure 22: Demiregular / Polymorph tessellation (Weisstein, 2013b)
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§ 2.4.1.5 Nonuniform periodic and aperiodic tessellation Both periodic and aperiodic nonuniform tessellations are built from regular polygons but have infinite possibilities. In periodic tessellations you can recognize repeatable patterns, whereas the in the aperiodic version this is impossible



Figure 23: Nonuniform tessellation, left: periodic, right: aperiodic (Eastman, 2001)



§ 2.4.1.6 Non-standard tessellation Non-standard tessellations have no restrictions on the order of polygons around the vertices and the polygons do not need to be regular. This means there are an infinite amount of possibilities, it can for example lead to a Penrose tiling. Strictly speaking the non-standard tessellations should be called tiling patterns or mosaics because they lack a mathematical description and don’t follow the definition presented above. Escher’s pattern drawings are thus not really tessellations.



§ 2.4.1.7 Duals Every regular tessellation has a dual which can be created by taking the center of every polygon as a vertex and joining the centers of the neighbor polygons. The square tessellation is its own dual and triangulated and hexagonal tessellations are each other’s dual.



§ 2.4.1.8 Parametric design examples Figures 25 through 33 are basic roof variants in the redevelopment setting introduced in chapter 4. The surface is created from a catenary curve. The tessellations are generated using code Figure 24: Duals (Weisstein, 2013b) developed by M. Turrin and M. Winklaar (2012).



Figure 25: Diagonals tessellation
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Figure 27: Triangles tessellation
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Figure 28: Hexagons tessellation



Figure 29: Hexagons and diagonals tessellation



Figure 30: Hexagons and triangles tessellation



Figure 31: Triangles and hexagons tessellation



Figure 32: Quads and triangles tessellation



Figure 33: Quads and octagons tessellation



§ 2.4.2 Connectivity topology To be able to mathematically or structurally interpret the way a surface is tessellated or a pin-jointed framework is built up a connectivity topology can be created. The only information given by such a topology is how edges and vertices, or nodes, are connected. For a pin-jointed framework these are respectively the bars and joints. A connection topology doesn’t give information about dimensions and locations of the member s in Euclidian space, therefore we can identify a multitude of different physical representations of one connection topology. However, the same joints are always connected via the same bars. A connectivity topology consists of data about the unique identifiers of joints and bars and the start and end joints of every bar. This information describes a unique way of connection the bars via joints. As identifiers the joints and bars often get a number, to distinguish between joints and bars the latter can be written between square brackets. Consider the example in figure 34 consisting of three bars and four joints. In one matrix or with two named arrays we can describe the connectivity of this simple framework. Bar no. Start joint no. End joint no. [0] 0 1 [1] 1 2 [2] 1 3 Figure 34: Simple framework example
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There are also other possibilities of connectivity matrices for the same configuration, this depends on the chosen numbering and which joint is considered as start joint for a bar and which is considered as end joint. In graph theory this can be considered a simple directed graph. In combination with joint coordinates this approach is useful for creating the equilibrium matrix of a framework, which will be described in section 0 and chapter 5. The directedness of the graph isn’t strictly necessary to describe frameworks since the typology doesn’t change by reverting bars. So mathematically a connection typology can be written as the ordered pair: 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸), where 𝑉 is the set of vertices or nodes (the joints) and 𝐸 is the set of edges (bars). Where every element in 𝐸 is a 2-element subset of 𝑉 consisting of the two related vertices (bar end joints). Looking at figure 35 we can say that we make use of a combination of an edge-labeled graph in combination with the vertex-labeled graph for the description of a connectivity typology. For the equilibrium matrix setup a network graph will be used with its directional ordered pair written in the form 𝐷 = (𝑉, 𝐴) , where the order of every 2-element in 𝐴 determines the start and end joint of a bar. Both sets don’t strictly have the same length as can be seen in the table below (mathematical form of the simple example above). 𝑽 𝑨 Table 2: Connectivity typology in the form 𝐷 = (𝑉, 𝐴) 0 0,1 1 1,2 2 1,3 3



Figure 35: Graph types (Weisstein, 2013a)
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§ 2.5 Rigidity Rigidity analysis is a subject widely studied in both the structural mechanics and mathematical discipline. It is an interdisciplinary research area with modern applications in kinematic, deployable and foldable structures. More importantly rigidity is in general the basic requirement for buildings. Simply put a rigid structure cannot deform, or flex, under normal load conditions; a rigid building does not collapse. To be clear, rigidity as meant in this thesis is about structural rigidity of discrete geometry, not to be mistaken for the material property stiffness. Structural rigidity treats ensembles of rigid bodies connected by flexible links. For example: bars and joints as hinges. The basic goal of rigidity computation is to have an analytical method of predicting the rigidity without really having to build a structure. One of the leading founders of mathematical rigidity computation was the physicist James Clark Maxwell living in the 19 th century (1831-1879). From the late 20 th century and onward more mathematical theory about rigidity was developed. Other important contributors are Augustin-Louis Cauchy (1789-1857) and the Dutch Gerard Laman (1924-2009). The method used in this thesis is based on articles by S. Pellegrino and C.R. Callendine (1990, 1993; 1986) published in the eighties and nineties, a paper by J. E Graver (1991) and an especially for this thesis developed extension by P. Sonneveld. Architecture has a long history of rather solid buildings. Without an extensive historical study it can be said that the most important buildings were built op from strong stony building blocks. Walls were traditionally both the separation between inside and outside (different spaces) and the loadbearing structure. This dual function went hand in hand with rather closed buildings. As a result these buildings were by nature both stiff and rigid. Currently we can distinguish a totally different trend in building. A trend of building with a lot of glass and steel; transparency is the keyword. This trend started during the industrial revolution. Over time the loadbearing constructions became more and more separate from the function of a wall to separate spaces and climate zones. Even newly build housing in for example The Netherlands use bricks no longer as loadbearing structure but purely as a separating layer. By making the functional distinction between structural and climatic or architectural layer much lighter buildings could be built. In combination with using mostly steel in load bearing structures we can now build up to 828 meters as for example the Burj Khalifa in Dubai proves. Additionally the use of steel allows to span large distances, in this regard we can think about structure like bridges and sport station roofs. The load bearing structures of these types of buildings are mostly built up from linear elements, like beams and bars forming trusses or space frames. In this thesis rigidity is studied in combination with freeform geometry and tessellations. The structures are considered pin-jointed frameworks. The triangle is key in rigid discrete geometry, because it is the only two-dimensional naturally rigid configuration (as a body) of linear elements connected by hinges. The mentioned separation between loadbearing structure and dividing layer will be brought together again in an elegant way to enhance the overall architectural quality and efficiency.
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§ 2.5.1 Basic theory for framework assemblies Linear elements like bars, columns and beams are in contrast to cords stiff for bending. For rigidity the focus will be on bars (or slender beams). A configuration of connected bars is called a pin-jointed framework or assembly. In the context of this thesis often the word framework is used when a pin-jointed framework is meant. Pin-jointed means that all links between bars are considered hinges. As a result there is no bending in the elements. Mathematically a framework can be described as undirected graph. Graph theory has been discussed in section § 2.4. A framework graph is embedded into d-dimensional Euclidean space by providing a d-tuple of Cartesian coordinates for each node of the graph. In architecture this tuple is mostly in the form of an array like [X,Y,Z]. The favorable load for bars is, just like cords: tension. Elongation of bars due to tension can normally not be seen by the eye. If all elements are mainly under tension and if an external force is applied the system is in equilibrium and a rigid construction is made. Material properties and the elements sizes height and width, are kept out of the equation. Purely geometrical configurations are thus considered. Triangles As described above the triangle is an essential geometric shape in rigidity. Together with points and lines they are sometimes called the geometric primitives. All polygons for example can be build up from triangles. The rigidity of a triangle can be proven as follows (Beranek, 1996). To create a triangle an extra bar can be connected to each ends of a first bar (See figure 36). If bars 2 and 3 lay in the same plane they can be rotated around point B and C respectively until they meet in point C. At point C they can be connected with a hinge, just like in point A and B. To be able to meet each other in point C the two turning circles around A and B need to cross each other. If this is the case the following formula holds and only in one way a triangle can be formed. And thus is the triangle rigid.



Figure 36: Rigidity proof of a triangle (Beranek, 1996)



|𝑙2 − 𝑙3 | < 𝑙1 < 𝑙2 + 𝑙3
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Maxwell’s rule and extension For any framework in d dimensional (Euclidian) space Maxwell’s formula, shown below, is a necessary condition for rigidity, but not a sufficient condition. In other words, for all rigid structures the statement holds, but not all structures satisfying this rule are rigid. This is a consequence of the geometrical properties of the assembly. Some bars can be “placed” wrongly as can be seen in figure 37 to the right.



𝑑𝑗 − 𝑘 − 𝑏 ≤ 0



Figure 37: Left: Rigid structure (in 2D), Right: Not rigid structure (Miura & Pellegrino, Forthcomming)



The structure in figure 37 has two dimensions (d), six joints (j), eight bars (b) and four kinematic constraints (k). Each fixed node constrains movement in two directions. Using Maxwell’s rule we find:



2×6−4−8= 0 For both structures the formula is true, but only the left structure is rigid. The right structure can move, so there a mechanism (m). The doubly braced part is considered a rigid body, because this part of the structure is rigid. This part stays rigid if we remove one of the braces. The redundant brace thus indicates a mode of self-stress (s). Two key elements of rigidity are important: mechanisms and modes of self-stress. Adding these to Maxwell’s first equation we get the following general and useful variant.



𝑑𝑗 − 𝑘 − 𝑏 = 𝑚 − 𝑠 For every structure the left part of the equation is known, but the right side cannot be easily determined since there are two unknowns. Therefor a numerical analysis is needed to get more insight in the framework. As a conclusion we can note that if both m and s are zero, the framework will be both kinematically and statically determinate.
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Mechanisms and self-stress For a joint in an assembly to be rigid any external force on this point has to be taken up by a connected bar. A bar can thus be compressed or tensioned. Depending on the direction of the external force and the direction of the bar(s) this is possible. If due to the configuration of bars this is not possible a mechanism is found and the point will due to the external force move. Using the example assemblies found in figure 38 this will be further explained in relation to kinematically and statically determinacy below.



Figure 38: Simple assembly perspective sketches (Pellegrino & Calladine, 1986)



Variant a is the most basic rigid assembly of bars and joints which is rigid in threedimensional Euclidian space. One “free” node is connected via three bars laying in different planes to three foundations on three corners of an imaginary square. Forces on the free node can always be taken up by at least one of the beams and transferred to the foundations. Removing one bar, variant b, introduces one mechanism. The free joint can now move around an axis running from one foundation to the other. By adding one bar in variant c we essentially have one bar too much for pure rigidity. A mode of self-stress is introduced and the system is no longer statically determinate. Self-stress can be understood as follows: when we would make the most left bar a little shorter the free node wants to move to the left. But, to allow this the bar to the right has to become longer. In other words by introducing a pre-stress in one of the members the total assembly will not deform notably because a different member can take up the force. Statically indeterminate assemblies with at least one mode of self-stress can thus be still rigid. A set of bar tensions that are in static equilibrium with no external forces together form a state of self-stress. Last but not least we consider the two variants d, flowing the basic rule of Maxwell the assembly has sufficient bars to be possibly rigid. However, both variants have all their foundations laying in the same plane as the total structure. In variant d2 it is most clear that the free point can move just like in b around an axis running through the foundations.
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Variant d1 is an important special case. Both variants d have one mechanism, but the difference is the type of mechanism. There are two types of inextentional mechanisms (Pellegrino & Calladine, 1986). Firstly, the most apparent, are finite mechanisms. Those mechanisms consist of joints that can move freely without any change in length of the connected bars. Secondly there are infinitesimal mechanisms. There will be relatively small changes in length when the joints move. The displacements are of second or higher orders. As can be seen in variant d1 these assemblies “tighten up” when the joints move. The free node can move towards the dashed position but by doing so the bars will no longer lie in one plane. As a consequence the short bar can take up the force initially moving the point. Since bars are very resistant to extension the displacement will be little. In mathematics these assemblies are often seen as rigid. In building construction however, infinitesimal mechanisms are more important since they indicate possible deterioration of a structure over time.



§ 2.5.2 Computation Until 25 years ago a purely combinatorial characterization for structures in three, or more, dimensions was not developed (Graver, 1991). It was thus impossible to mathematically determine generic rigidity in spatial structures. Currently numerical analysis using rigidity matroids can be used to get insight in these characteristics. This section describes globally how to setup a equilibrium matrix and how to use the Singular Value Decomposition to find the amount of mechanisms and modes of self-stress. Rigidity matroid and rank A rigidity matroid is the transpose assembly of all equilibrium matrices per joint of a framework and describes the number of degrees of freedom. For one joint in three dimensional space three equilibrium equations can be setup for the X,Y and Z directions. Together they form a 𝑛𝑟 by 𝑛𝑐 matrix A (left in figure 40).



𝑛𝑟 = 𝑑𝑗 − 𝑘 𝑛𝑐 = 𝑏 𝐴𝑡⃑ = 𝑝 For every unconstrained joint j there are d rows. So in 3D three rows per joint. The amount of columns is equal to the amount of bars, so for every bar a matrix column. The 𝑛𝑟 linear equilibrium equations relate the b axial forces arranged in the vector 𝑡 to the external load components in 𝑝, giving the matrix A. Usually this is a rectangular matrix.
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The following procedure can be followed to build the equilibrium matrix of an assembly in 3D specified with Cartesian coordinates. (Pellegrino & Calladine, 1986). C# code applying this method made during this thesis is found in Appendix I. For each unconstrained joint i connected with bars l and m to joints h and j respectively, the following equilibrium equations can be written. A tension coefficient is used instead of the tension proper for each bar. It corresponds to the elongation coefficient defined as elongation times length.



(𝑥𝑖 −𝑥ℎ )𝑡𝑙 + (𝑥𝑖 −𝑥𝑗 )𝑡𝑚 = 𝑓𝑖𝑥 (𝑦𝑖 −𝑦ℎ )𝑡𝑙 + (𝑦𝑖 −𝑦𝑗 )𝑡𝑚 = 𝑓𝑖𝑦 (𝑧𝑖 −𝑧ℎ )𝑡𝑙 + (𝑧𝑖 −𝑧𝑗 )𝑡𝑚 = 𝑓𝑖𝑧



Figure 39: Left: Unconstrained joint i, Right: Corresponding matrix (Pellegrino & Calladine, 1986)



In the example shown above joint i is connected with bars m and l. In practice one can take for each bar the difference of the Cartesian coordinates of the end-joints. For example bar m: (𝑥𝑖 −𝑥ℎ ), which takes the top left position in the matrix. Per matrix row, which indicates one dimension of a one joint, only the positions corresponding to a bar connected to that joint are filled. All the other positions are empty. Because a normal joint connects a limited amount of bars the total matrix is very sparse. Some examples will be further worked out in section § 5.4. Every matrix has a rank r, this number indicates the amount of linearly independent rows or columns. Finding the rank of a matrix can be done by bringing the matrix in reduced Echelon form and counting the pivot points. Of course this can be done quicker using a computation program. An important finding is that with the rank (r) the amount of mechanisms (m) and modes of self-stress (s) can be found (Pellegrino, 1993).



𝑚 = 𝑛𝑟 − 𝑟 𝑠 = 𝑛𝑐 − 𝑟 Thus by setting up the equilibrium matrix for an arbitrary framework and calculating the rank it becomes clear if the assembly is rigid or not. Furthermore we know if there are redundant bars (modes of self-stress).
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Singular Value Decomposition The singular value decomposition (SVD) can be used to find the bases of the four fundamental subspaces of a matrix. The decomposition gives three matrices: U, V and 𝑊 𝑇 , they are graphically shown in the figure below.



𝐴 = 𝑈𝑉𝑊 𝑇 In V we find the singular values, the amount of values is the rank of the rigidity matroid A. They denote the amount of linearly independent bars. The matrices U and 𝑊 𝑇 hold respectively the left and right singular values. The vectors 𝑈𝑛 and 𝑊 𝑇 𝑛 can be interpreted statically and kinematically. On the left side of U the r sets of loads are in equilibrium with the r bar forces in 𝑊 𝑇 . Kinematically the set of joint displacements are compatible with the inverse of the bar extensions. The 𝑛𝑟 − 𝑟 left over sets of loads in U cannot be carried, thus we find the mechanisms m. The 𝑛𝑐 − 𝑟 sets in 𝑊 𝑇 are incompatible strains and show the amount of states of self-stress. Figure 41 shows these relationships. For relatively small assembly the physical relation between certain bars and joints and the vectors in the matrices U and 𝑊 𝑇 can be shown by inspection. A systematic method to interpret the sets 𝑈𝑛 and 𝑊 𝑇 𝑛 however lacks. In § 5.4.2 a new method filling this gap will be introduced.



Figure 40: Graphical representation of the SVD of the equilibrium matrix (Miura & Pellegrino, Forthcomming)
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Figure 41: The first r left- and right-singular vectors are in one-to-one correspondence both statically and kinematically (Miura & Pellegrino, Forthcomming)
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§ 2.6 Software and tools Computation is only possible by means of software. In the project different software is used together, exchanging numerical and 3D data. The main used software is Grasshopper. It offers a visual programming language tightly connected to Rhino. Rhino is a 3D modelling tool and Grasshopper works as a plug-in. Therefore, Grasshoppers strength is 3D parametric geometry manipulation in a relative intuitive manner. It can be used to build generative algorithms and can thus mathematically describe the generation of virtual geometry representing reality. Rhino has been used to create the surrounding buildings in 3D, making use of Google Earth. But, most important, it visualizes the in Grasshopper generated geometry on the fly. For this research a lot of computational components and plugins are made, next to the use of a multitude of plugins provided by the Grasshopper community. These parts will be individually addressed later in this thesis. Multi-objective optimization following the IDO method described in § 2.1.5 was first studies using the Grasshopper plugin Lotus. It is developed by TOI at the Faculty of Architecture in Delft. Due to compatibility restraints this was replaced by Octopus in a later stadium. It is developed by R. Vierlinger in cooperation with C. Zimmel (Karamba) and Bollinger Grohmann Schneider ZT GmbH. Complex calculations will be handled by specific software which can be integrated with Grasshopper. In the next section the integration with Karamba for structural analysis integration is exemplified. Karamba is a finite element calculation tool totally embedded in Grasshopper. Custom made software in Matlab will be used for rigidity analysis. The rigidity analysis engine is written by P. Sonneveld especially for this thesis. The integration between Grasshopper and Matlab is part of the products of this research. Matlab (Matrix Laboratory) is a numerical computing environment and is widely used in academia and industry dealing with engineering, science and economics.



Figure 42: Collaboration between different software
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§ 2.6.1 Test case As a proof of concept and to try out the proposed software a preliminary model has been created in Grasshopper. Based on a Karamba tutorial a freeform shell structure has been created in an imaginary redevelopment setting. The location is a square, which will be partly covered with the roof structure.



Figure 43: Design test case - Freeform envelope structure partly covering an arbitrary square Figure 44: Finite element structural model - loads (red arrows) and supports (green arrows)



§ 2.6.1.1 Shape definition The shape is parametrically generated and based on two curves. The shape in the xdirection is determined by a sinus-function. A cumulative sinus is used in the y-direction. For this limited testing purpose an arbitrary shape has been defined with blob-like features. As an extra complication the surrounding buildings are used as the boundaries of the shape. In a redevelopment design case the connections between excising buildings, or parts, with the new structure are of great importance and need careful attention. The model is set up in a generic way to be able to deal with different border conditions.



§ 2.6.1.2 Structure The loadbearing structure is based on a triangulated mesh. Triangulating the shape to create a discrete surface is the most common way for this type of structures as we have discussed before. Planar surfaces are the result, which can be constructed more easily and cheaper. The mesh face edges are used for the beam and node layout. This layout is not optimized. The structure is supported from all nodes on the ground-plane and the surrounding buildings.



§ 2.6.1.3 Beam optimization A simple optimization case is tested. Using the HoopSnake component, which allows an iterative process, and a custom C# script from the Karamba creators the cross sections of the tube-like beams are optimized. The axial forces in the beams are assessed to find the most suitable wall thickness. The moment (M) is used to calculate the outer diameter of the tubes and the normal force (N) is used to calculate the wall thickness. A uniform distributed load on the roof is the only tested load case. In the images shown 150 iterations are used to come to the final beam sections.
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§ 2.6.1.4 Conclusions The first test with Karamba shows a lot of potential for the use in the assessment loop during the computational optimization. It proves functional finite element software with the ability to analyze the structural model on the fly. Although the software is relatively young the tight integration with grasshopper and the parametrical approach is favorable for the proposed computation method. The tested algorithm follows the classical structural optimization approach of form follows force.



Figure 45: Deformation of the structure (purple: high, green: low)
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Chapter 3. Precedents § 3.1 Freeform architecture The following inventory shows well-known, or otherwise interesting freeform buildings. As we can see from the examples below an often-used technique for realizing a doubly curved surface is by tessellating with triangles, this is a cheap and feasible solution since triangles are both rigid and planar. These two aspects allow for the use of planar panels, which are often made from glass. A secondary structure for the envelope itself is not needed since the triangles form a rigid framework when fixed correctly, the panels can be easily mounted to the bars. The program of these types of buildings is often public, semi-public or commercial since their aesthetics have an attractive nature. Złote Tarasy (English: Golden Terraces) Location: Warsaw, Poland Architect: The Jerde Partnership Opening year: 2007 Program: Shopping mall, office and entertainment complex This example is particularly interesting because the freeform indoor plaza roof is tightly connected with the surrounding more regular shaped building parts. A triangulated mesh approximates the designed smooth shape. The surface exists out triangular planar glass sheets and is supported with a geometric support structure of beams and nodes following the plane edges. The geometric structure is supported by tree like columns.



Figure 46: Zlote Tarasy, Warsaw
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Figure 47: Zlote Tarasy, Warsaw (Source: www.waagner-biro.com)
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CET (Central European Time / The Whale) Location: Budapest, Hungary Architect: ONL (Oosterhuis and Lénárd) Opening year: 2006 Gross Floor Area: 18500 m 2 Program: Mixed use, Commercial and more The CET is a good redevelopment example where old 19th century warehouses are combined with a freeform glass and steel envelope. The contrast between old and new is high and with the intervention the warehouses have a new life. The project received the BIM Experience Award for its BIM use for innovative Mass-Customization and File-2-Factory production.



Figure 48: CET, Budapest, ONL



Figure 49: CET, Budapest, ONL
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Great Court at the British Museum Location: London, United Kingdom Architect: Foster + Partners Engineers: Buro Happold Opening year: 2000 Gross Floor Area: 18500 m 2 Program: Museum The Great Court is a widely loved space because of the successful combination of classical architecture with the complex steel and glass roof. The roof seems very light and effortless but is a complicated structure because of the off centric reading room drum and dome. Using dynamic relaxation the roof structure is optimized to form a smooth and aesthetically pleasing surface. As well as the previous structures the surface is built up from triangulated glass panels, the geometric structure is supported by the surrounding building blocks.



Figure 50: Great Court, British Museum, Foster + Parents
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Figure 51: Great Court, British Museum, Foster + Parents
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§ 3.2 Market halls The world has a rich history of successful market halls. Below you can find a collection of halls between the 1990s and 2014. The Central Sofia Market Hall in Sofia, Bulgaria, Architect: Naum Torbov, 1911



Figure 52: Exterior (Hilditch, 2009), Figure 53: Interior (Sellies, 2010)



Le Nouveau Marche in Royan, France, Architect: Louis Simon and André Morisseau, Engineer: René Sarger, 1950



Figure 54: Exterior postcard (Modern Design, 2010), Figure 55: Interior (Peach_Jenny, 2010)



Market Hall in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, Architects: MVRDV, Expected: 2014



Figure 56: Exterior render (MVRDV, 2009), Figure 57: Interior render (MVRDV, 2009)
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New Market in Celje, Slovenia, Architect: Arhitektura Krušec, 2009



Figure 58: Exterior (Kambič, 2009), Figure 59: Interior (Kambič, 2009)



Barceló Temporary Market in Madrid, Spain, Architect: Nieto Sobejano Arquitectos, 2011



Figure 60: Exterior (Halbe, 2010), Figure 61: Interior (Halbe, 2010)



Phnom Penh Central Market in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, Architects: Jean Desbois & Louis Chauchon, 1937 (Renovation: Arte Charpentier Architectes, 2011)



Figure 62: Exterior (Arte Charpentier Architectes, 2011), Figure 63: Interior (Unknown photographer)
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Chapter 4. Design introduction: Market hall Bos en Lommerplein § 4.1 Assignment § 4.1.1 Introduction Instead of doing a purely theoretical research on computation in design and tessellation in relation to rigidity I chose to embed the research in a more realistic context with next to scientific, also social relevance. The goal of study is to verify the validity of the proposed computational intelligence-based design methodology and develop additional computational means for non-standard rigidity analysis by means of a design assignment. To accomplish this and integrate the study in a current social context the design of a market hall in The Netherlands is conducted in a redevelopment setting. There are hardly any market halls in the Netherlands, but this will probably change due to stricter hygienic legislation and new successful examples. Problematic districts can socially and economically benefit from a new architectural impulse, which makes a redevelopment setting a welcome approach. The focus will be the design of a performance-based complex geometry roof. The performance of a number of objectives introduced below will be taken into account. These objectives stem from the program of requirements. Multi-objective optimization will be used to reach the highest performing designs. The objectives include structural performance (focus on rigidity), architectural design intent (shape and tessellation) and functionality regarding the redevelopment setting. Manufacturing and feasibility are partly covered. Markets and halls The Netherlands has a tradition of open-air markets, all bigger towns have at least one square or open area where once a week, ore more often, food and non-food is sold by traveling vendors. Since the 18 th century throughout the worlds covered areas have been built to be able to sell and prepare food in a more hygienic way. In the Netherlands however there is no tradition of market halls. There are some halls, for example in Tiel and BaarleNassau, and a wholesale market hall in Amsterdam since 1934 called Food Center Amsterdam. But, for consumers the choice is very limited. There seems to develop a new market for architects, due to recent legislation the hygienic guidelines have become stricter and the market hall is a good solution and alternative for the open-air markets. A recent example of this development is the building of De Markthall in Rotterdam by MVRDV (see figures 56, 57 and 64). It is planned to be finished in 2014 and will be the biggest market hall in The Netherlands. Already other municipalities, like Weert (Weertdegekste.nl, 2012), express the wish for a market hall.
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Figure 64: The move of the traditional Dutch open-air food market to the new market hall by MVRDV



Location selection Several possible locations have been looked at for the design case. Because only a limited design can be handled during this thesis the main motive for a location was: enough context. The second requirement was the possibility for a market. A useful spot was found in Amsterdam West. The Bos en Lommerplein was nominated for the ugliest place in The Netherlands (TV program: De Slag om Nederland) and it currently offers a very busy open-air market. Upgrading this location is thus the perfect challenge.



§ 4.1.2 Program of requirements For the actual building a brief program of requirements has been set up which will function as a framework for following design decisions on optimization objectives. This design case is not an exhaustive architectural study because it is used as a basis for the, to be studied, computational methods. Therefore only a selection of criteria beneficial for this study has been selected. A high performing design is the goal, while considering only the chosen requirements for the building. Market hall building  A roof to create a climatically separate zone for the market;  Respect for the existing surrounding buildings: - No demolition;  Low amount of columns to be able to reuse the created space for different functions;  Load bearing structure: - Needs to align with the existing parking garage; - Limit the connections with the excising buildings (relative weak);  New aesthetical expression using: - Freeform shapes; - Non-standard tessellation;
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§ 4.2 Location analysis - Bos en Lommerplein § 4.2.1 Maps



Figure 65: Bos en Lommerplein to the West of the city center of Amsterdam



Figure 66: Bos en Lommerplein in district west
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Figure 67: Bos en Lommerplein open-air market



§ 4.2.2 Impressions The square



Figure 68: Panorama of the West – North - East
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Figure 69: Panorama of the East – South - West



Surroundings



Figure 70: Streetview (Source: Google streetview)
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Figure 71: Streetview (Source: Google streetview)



Figure 72: Streetview (Source: Google streetview)
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Figure 73: Streetview (Source: Google streetview)



Figure 74: Streetview (Source: Google streetview)
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Figure 75: Streetview (Source: Google streetview)



Figure 76: Birdseye view: Streetview (Source: Google streetview)
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Figure 77: Birdseye view



§ 4.2.3 Plans & sections



Figure 78 Bos en Lommerplein plan
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43m 22m



Bos en Lommerplein dimensions section 2 18m 10m 60m



Figure 79: Bos en Lommerplein section AA’ - North to South



18m 24m 77m



Figure 80: Bos en Lommerplein section BB’ - West to East
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Figure 81: Parking basement Bos en Lommerplein
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§ 4.2.4 Area characteristics – District West



Figure 82: Amsterdam west air quality PM10 concentrations (Source: Gem. Amsterdam Dienst Milieu en Bouwtoezicht)



Figure 83: Amsterdam west greenery (Source: Gem. Amsterdam Dienst Milieu en Bouwtoezicht)
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Figure 84: Amsterdam west livability (Source: Gem. Amsterdam Dienst Milieu en Bouwtoezicht)



Figure 85: Amsterdam west morphology
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Figure 86: Amsterdam west air quality NO2 concentrations (Source: Gem. Amsterdam Dienst Milieu en Bouwtoezicht)



Figure 87: Amsterdam west noise levels (Source: Gem. Amsterdam Dienst Milieu en Bouwtoezicht)
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Figure 88: Amsterdam west soil pollution (Source: Gem. Amsterdam Dienst Milieu en Bouwtoezicht)



Figure 89: Amsterdam west important ways of transportation
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Figure 90: Amsterdam west open water (Source: Gem. Amsterdam Dienst Milieu en Bouwtoezicht)



Figure 91: Amsterdam west traffic - Thursday 8:45 (Source: Google maps traffic)
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Figure 92: Amsterdam west traffic - Thursday 17:15 (Source: Google maps traffic)



Thursday proves the busiest day for car traffic, therefor other traffic maps are left out of this report.
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Chapter 5. Generative model This chapter describes the developed generative model in Grasshopper and Matlab.



§ 5.1 Model overview: The Design loop First the parametric design generation is described. In this part a roof shape, tessellation and supports will be created. Secondly the computational model will be treated. In this part the generated designs will be evaluated and new design variables are proposed by the genetic algorithm doing multi objective optimization.



Figure 93: Generative model components
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Figure 94: Generative model
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§ 5.2 Parametric model The first part of the generative model is parametric. By means of design variables as input different design variants can be created. This approach is used for three aspects of the roof design. Firstly the shape of the roof surface, different ways parametric ways are studied and shown below. Secondly the tessellation of the surface, the framework for rigidity analysis. Both parts are parametric independent. Last but not least the location of supports for the structure are determined indirectly by the shape and tessellation of the roof.



§ 5.2.1 Roof surface The geometric design of the market hall can be reduced to one surface spanning the surrounding buildings of the Bos en Lommerplein. The shape of this roof is the base for all further design iterations and refinements. It will be visually very apparent and have big esthetical implications for the area as a whole. A blob-like, or freeform, shape has been chosen as the architectural type. So we have to deal with a doubly curved surface. The square’s area has to be completely covered, therefor the footprint follows from the morphology of the surrounding buildings. The area has approximately a rectangular shape with a few gaps and protrusions as can been seen in figure 78. To reduce the complexity of the generative algorithm the shape generation is based on the rectangular footprint. The complexity is found vertically; in the alternating height of the roof and its curvature. Two parametric approaches are considered: the first combining curves, perpendicular in the XZ and YZ plane, to form a surface and secondly starting with a planar surface and then “pulling” parts up with multiple attractor points.



Figure 95: Parametric freeform roof surface generation embedded in the Bos en Lommerplein redevelopment setting. The colors give an indication of curvature (red high, blue low).
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§ 5.2.1.1 From curves to a surface Two or more curves can be used to create a surface. This approach gives more precise control over the shape than the surface manipulation approach. We start with the simplest approach, two vertically oriented curves in perpendicular planes. This approach can be imagined as looking at the front and the side of a building separately; two silhouettes can be perceived. With the two curves the shape of the silhouettes are controlled. The combination of the two curves in 3D gives the overall shape by combining selected X, Y and Z components of points on the curves in Euclidean space. Combining can be done in separate ways: addition, subtractions, taking the average and by scaling. The scaling approach is further explained since the others have a free surface edge. Definition of the curves The two perpendicular curves shape together the 3D roof surface. It is clear that the geometrical complexity of the roof surface is therefore determined by the shape of the curves. To be able to freely generate different roof shapes the curve definitions need to be setup parametrically. Note that we don´t strictly need a parametric curve in the regular sense of the word. Normally a parametric curve in 3D is defined by three functions of at least one free parameter t for the X,Y and Z coordinate. The t parameter can be seen as time. If a curve length has a domain of zero to one, a halve t would give you the coordinates of the middle of the curve. In this surface generation approach only 2D curves are necessary, furthermore we need to be able to change the shape of the curves. A basic parametric curve cannot be used since their formulas only give the part of the curve belonging to a chosen domain of t, and the path described by t has a fixed shape. So we need to define the curve functions with multiple different parameters, for example the steepness or the position of points which can be interpolated. To be able to generate a blob-like shape we need a smooth curve, with possibly multiple local minima and maxima. If only one of the two curves has a local minimum it can already create a 3D surface with a valley. And one curve with two local maxima a surface with two peaks. Multiple solutions are shown in figure 100. To be able to scale other curves or points by the generated curve it is useful to set the domain from zero to one for the curves running in the X-axis and Y-axis direction. By also fixing the Z-coordinate we get the starting point of the curve at {0,0,0} and the endpoint at {1,0,0} or {0,1,0} respectively per curve (2D curves in 3D space). Note that this approach is an alternative for the surface from two curves component in Grasshopper. This can be useful because by doing so we know that the edges of the roof will be of equal height and consequently we can expect easier connections between the new roof and the existing buildings.
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Combination of curves to generate a surface With two curves we are able to create a surface using the loft function in 3D modeling software; it will blend the curves together with a surface. The resulting surface is however not what we geometrically want to achieve. The way loft works can be visually inspected by taking two rigid ribs, for example a bent piece of metal, and connecting them with a lot of in parallel aligned strings. You can rotate the ribs independently while tensioning the strings. If we would completely fill the ribs with strings we would get a surface that changes according to the rotation of the arcs. One can easily see that with only two curved ribs we can’t create a doubly curved surface, since the strings will always stay linear, thus the resulting shape is limited. Considering shipbuilding as a more complex example of the previous, we can create the ship shape if we align multiple ribs after each other and connect them with planks. By using multiple ribs we can create a (discrete) doubly curves surface. Like this last example we can generate more complex shapes in 3D by lofting multiple different curves together. We can also create surfaces from a cloud of points. In 3D software this can be done directly, but the applications are limited. The point cloud can however be used to create a lot of ribs when the data is structured in points per row. We can create a curve by connecting all the points in every row, resulting in multiple ribs which can be lofted as described above. To create a point cloud from the two perpendicular curves both curves need to be divided in segments. This way we get points between the segments. The more segments we creates the more the points approximate the shape of the original curve. This results in two data lists of points, storing the X,Y and Z coordinates per point. Since both starting curves are planar, the first in the XZ plane and the other in the YZ, and the planes are perpendicular the Y and X coordinates of the points will be zero respectively. Below we will discuss how we can combine this data to create new points in 3D; a cloud as basis for the roof shape. Finally we can define a surface from multiple curves. The Grasshopper component surface from curve network is used to achieve the result. This is the finally used approach and described in the last part of this section.
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Surface from two curves



Figure 96: Two curves to surface – Step 1 & 2



1. Blue: Bezier curve with four design variables: two vector directions and two amplitudes Green: Interpolated D3 curve with six design variables: three times the point’s Y & Z coordinates 2. Divide curves in a variable number of segments this gives a point per segment cut.



Figure 97 Two curves to surface – Step 3 & 4



3. Duplicate the blue row of points for every green point in the Y direction. 4. The green points Z-coordinates are remapped on a domain from zero to one and the thus scaled Z-coordinate are used to scale the blue rows height.
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Figure 98 Two curves to surface – Step 5 & 6



5. Create an interpolated curve per row of points. 6. Loft all the curves. The resulting shape is slightly biased in the Y-direction.



Figure 99 Two curves to surface – Alternative steps 7 & 8



7. Alternative: Create a surface from the point cloud in step 4 (limited to rectangular grids). This give the best shape accuracy. 8. Delaunay triangulated mesh from point cloud. Discrete, non-smooth surface with planar faces.
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Figure 100 Two curves to surface – Variations



Changing the design variables controlling the curves we see that different surfaces can be generated. Note that the edges of the shape lay always in the same plane.
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Final parametric surface generation The final chosen method for the parametric generation of a freeform surface of a curve network. To have enough flexibility eight curves are used for the curve network. The four edge curves are static and the four colored curves can be parametrically manipulated (see figure 101).



Figure 101: Adjusting the point coordinate of the green curve in the Z-direction



All colored curves can move between their parallel edges in the direction perpendicular to the propagation direction of that particular curve. These curves are defined by three points, two endpoints on the edges and one point in between. This point can be moved freely in the Z direction and along the curve (t-variable). The curve is generated by interpolating these three points with a degree-three curve. This way a smooth curve is ensured. The shape of each can thus be determined by two separate parameters which control the position of the middle point. Per curve in total five design variables are available as shown in the figure below. The design variables or parameters are implemented as Grasshopper number sliders. The X,Y and t-variables have a domain between zero and one. Due to some grasshopper restrictions they are scaled with a factor ten to allow a number slider domain smaller than unity. They indicate a relative length with respect to the length of the connected edge curves. This is a generic setup, which allows different base shapes. The variables speed and amplitude can alter a sinus-function, this will be clarified below.



Figure 102: A set of design variables as Grasshopper number sliders per colored curve.
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Figure 103: Adjusting the blue X and Z point coordinate and yellow Z point coordinate



Adjusting the first three variables per curve enables to generate a multitude of different shapes. They are however limited to the rather simple typology of dome-like shapes. An exception should be noted for solutions with two very different parallel curves close to each other (see figure 108). All the basic arching curves can be complicated allowing more freeform surfaces with more than one peak and multiple valleys. A secondary sinus wave is used to adjust the main curve. First the main curve is divided in several segments, creating points on the curve. Next the Z-coordinates are multiplied by values from the sinus function.



Figure 104: Adjusting the yellow curves’ sinus speed



In the above figure the sinus speed for the yellow curve is increased from one to three. Only uneven scalars are allowed to make the curve always starts and ends with a hill. This is a
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design choice that ensures a roof shape that starts to slope up. In below figure additionally the amplitude of the sinus function of the red curve is enhanced.



Figure 105: Adjust red curve sinus amplitude



Figure 106: Surface from curve network, and curvature visualization
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Figure 107: Different possible surface generations



As mentioned before some configurations of the curves can lead to unexpected surfaces. These have to be filtered out by the computational model interpreting the surface.



Figure 108: Left: Unexpected surface results with local extreme curvature.



As conclusion from this approach of surface generation can be noted that a very flexible way, allowing very different freeform shapes, is found. Furthermore by fixing the edge curves on forehand the relation between new roof and existing buildings is simplified.
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S.W.O.T. ++ + --



Very fast computation of the surface; Different ways of shaping the curves can be used; Footprint needs to be rectangular (only holds for the two curves approach); Points and or curves can be very close next to each other, which can resulting in bad surfaces.



In some cases projecting an evenly distributed grid of point on the surface can negate the last problem. This way bar lengths between nodes will vary less if the nodes will be used as joints. Otherwise the computational model can filter valid surfaces.
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§ 5.2.1.2 Planar to curved surface Instead of using curves for a surface also a surface as starting point itself can be manipulated. The following approach could be nicknamed: the pull a blanket approach. This method is used purely experimental and was found not fit for the purpose of this design. We start in the XY plane (horizontally), so in 2D. The complexity of the surface, the “blobbyness”, is mainly determined by the amount and placement of a few attractor points, who bring the 3rd dimension in play and give “height” to the shape. The process can be roughly compared to pulling up the surface of a cloth with multiple hands while the edges of the cloth are taped to the table. This procedure would in reality give some pointy peaks. To get a smoother curve imagine pushing some balls up against a stretched cloth, this approach results in a more appropriate shape. And how hard we push or pull per point determines the height of that particular spot.



Figure 109: A blanket like surface shape with three attractor points (red, orange, and yellow)



The following development path can be distinguished: Start with freeform plane surface  create grid of points  vertically attract points  zero edge points Z-coordinate  final point cloud  create a surface (different strategies). In this example three attractor points are used to pull parts of the surface. The working of attractor points will be further exemplified in section § 5.2.2.
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Figure 110: Surface from a squares mesh with a rectangular footprint



Figure 111: Freeform surface made from attracted points, zeroed edges and lofted curves



Figure 112: Surface from point cloud, and trimmed version
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Surface quality



Figure 113: Different surfaces strategies with attractor points. Left to right: loft parallel curves, mesh, surface from point cloud, trimmed surface from point cloud



Figure 114: Zoom-in for the previous mesh strategy
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S.W.O.T. ++ ---



The relation between attractor points and final shape is very clear; Slow procedure, too much computing time is needed for practical use in an iterative process; Controlling the conditions of the edges is difficult and often gives unwanted results.



Figure 115: Left: Organic roof on top of the buildings, Right: Roof between the buildings



Both options don’t satisfy all criteria’s and don’t give the wanted aesthetic result. Both roofs are alien to the existing buildings and more refinement to fit in.
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§ 5.2.2 Tessellation Clean typology The eight different paneling types introduced in section § 2.4.1 are used as a basis for the tessellations. All these types are periodic and therefor on forehand can be said which can be rigid and which cannot. As a basis, for further manipulations they are useful since they allow faster development. To be able to extract a useful connection typology an extension to the generative component has been made. It removes all redundant nodes. This is necessary because all nodes will be interpreted as hinges. A node is considered redundant when it connects only two edges (bars) which almost lay in the same plane. This way al pairs of bars with a slight kink are replaced by a single straight bar. The overall shape is hardly impacted and the amount of mechanisms is greatly reduced before the actual rigidity calculations. Grid manipulation A standard tessellation consists of regular polygons. The edges of all cells have the same length. The non-standard tessellation allows for less restricted shapes, one could say: freeform tessellation. While keeping the connection typology intact grid manipulation can be used to generate alternative tessellations. In the built model four attractor points are used to define the centers of local grid manipulation. They can be positioned via U and V reparameterized surface coordinates. Secondly the radius of influence can be changed with a design variable per point. Lastly two points define a variable rotation of the grid points and the other two are able to change the grid density locally. Below some samples of the grid manipulations are shown. Green dots indicate unaffected grid points. Yellow dots are affected by an attractor point. And red dots indicate points affected by multiple attractor points.



Figure 116: Left: unaffected grid, Right: rotation of the grid locally
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Figure 117: Manipulate grid density locally



Figure 118: The movement effect for grid points affected by multiple attractor points is averaged



Figure 119: Generic manipulation approach works for all connection typologies.



To keep all the edge points, and thus the edge conditions, the same all movements of grid points are dampened towards zero near the edges using a Gaussian mapping. The same technique is used to dampen the movement of points near the edge of the area of influence per point.
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As can been seen in the figures above the approach is generic and can be applied on any grid while keeping the connection typology intact. This is important for further rigidity analysis. The program has been simplified with respect to the initial version to reduce calculation time. This is necessary to be able to make enough variation in a limited amount of time. The drawback is that the shape of the surface also changes slightly, because the points do not move over the freeform surface but are manipulated in plane for the X and Y coordinates.
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§ 5.2.3 Supports The edge grid points determine the majority of the roof supports. So placement is inherently determined by the grid settings: amount of points in the U and V direction. Below we will introduce column placement of central columns. One goals is to limit the amount of columns and secondly to place needed columns on existing columns in the basement. A local valley search strategy has been applied for the placement of the center columns. Basically, if a local valley is found a column will be connected to the lowest grid point of that valley. We consider an area of the roof surface and local valley if from a point the surface slopes up in all directions. Two approaches to find these valleys have been created. The main difference between the two methods is again speed and accuracy.



Figure 120: Example of column locations
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§ 5.2.3.1 1st method: Curvature The first approach is based on calculating Gaussian and Mean curvature of the original generated surface. To be able to interpret the curvature, points on the surface need to be created. At these points the curvature can be calculated. Because the whole surface needs to be evaluated and no local valleys need to be missed a lot of surface points are needed. Calculating the curvature is relatively heavy so to eliminate a large set of points first the surface normal at the generated points are inspected. Only surface normals running almost parallel to the Z axis are kept. This way groups of points are found. To limit the amount of points even further only the lowest point per group is selected. Next the curvature of the surface at these limited points are checked. Peaks and valleys can be distinguished from saddle like shapes by the Gaussian curvature: positive Gaussian curvature means a peak or valley. Finally using the sign of the mean curvature the valleys can be filtered out. This depends on the surface direction. The nearest grid point per surface valley point is the location for a support. S.W.O.T. ++ -



Finds all surface valleys (when inspecting enough points); Computationally slow Faulty if tessellation is too sparse (no realistic structural valleys are found)
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§ 5.2.3.2 2nd Method: Bar angles The second approach is much easier and has been developed for its speed. Instead of generating a lot of new points on the surface and inspecting the curvature of the surface only the framework is inspected. For every joint the connected bars are inspected for their slope. If they all, relative to the inspected joint position, run upwards a structural local valley is found. In the figure below the Z-vectors (green) and bar vectors (red) at the joints can be seen. The angle between bar and Z-vector is calculated. When all are less than 90 degrees a valley is found and if all are bigger than 90 degrees a peak is found. S.W.O.T. ++ +



Very fast computation, less points to inspect; All valleys are found;



In regard to diversity in surface valleys and peaks: Some false positives if there are not enough bars in all directions In regard to structure: + The false positives, are structural valleys, which could potentially be a structural weakness.



Figure 121: Z-vector and bars as vectors towards joints
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Figure 122: Column placement at the local valley founds at the red dots.
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§ 5.3 Computational model The second part of the generative model is computational more intelligent. After generating a design solution which is described in the previous chapter, next is performance evaluation followed by evolutionary multi objective optimization. The scheme below highlights the global parts of the computational model. The first part of the performance evaluations is purely quantitative, the performance is not yet determined. Three main aspects will evaluated: functional integration with the context, the architectural concept and structural performance. In the second part of the performance evaluation the quality of the design solution is really determined. It can also be considered the first part of IDO as introduced by M. Bitterman. The last step is searching the solution space t o find the best performing designs. The genetic algorithm SPEA-2 introduced in § 2.1.5.3 is used. These steps will be further explained in this chapter. A detailed flowchart of IDO can be found on the next page.



Figure 123: Computational model component
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Figure 124: IDO flowchart in detail
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§ 5.3.1 Performance evaluation The performance evaluation can be split in two parts: a quantitative part and a qualitative part. Respectively a purely objective part, enumerating analyzed facts without any conclusions and secondly the interpretation part using fuzzy membership functions. In this section the most tangible objectives (goals) will be explained both quantitatively and qualitatively.



§ 5.3.1.1 Fuzzy Neural Tree – Abstraction Before diving into the objectives one by one, it is necessary to see the global picture. Below we find the implemented fuzzy neural tree. The graphs numbered I to VIII are the fuzzy membership functions which form an important part of the knowledge base. It is the interpretation part of the performance evaluation. Every membership function determines the performance of one of the elementary goals. Bluntly said: does this design solution perform good or bad on a given aspect? Binary put: a score of 1 or 0 respectively. Or, by using fuzzy math: to what degree is the goal satisfied: 0.0, 0.1, 0.2 … 1.0? The fuzzy scores relate to linguistics and can be described as: really bad, poor, rather good, perfect, etc.



Figure 125: Implementation of the FNT in Grasshopper. Data flow is from left to right.



For this design three global aspects are chosen. They are a further abstraction of the obtained fuzzified scores. Because multi-objective optimization is used, it is not necessary to abstract even further to one overall performance score. The following three global objectives can be distinguished: functionality/integration, architecture/aesthetics and structure/construction.
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§ 5.3.1.2 Functional integration with the context The first global objective is related to the existing context of Bos en Lommerplein and the future usability. Because of the focus on structure only the columns are considered. Firstly all new supports for the roof should align with the existing columns in the basement under the square (I). Secondly the amount of supports on the square should be minimized to allow for future flexible use of the space (II). Quantitative The quantitative evaluation is rather straightforward. For objective I the average distance of generated new supports to the nearest column found in figure 81 (basement plan) is calculated. Both columns and load bearing walls are eligible. Objective II is the sum of all columns generated. Qualitative The values obtained in the previous step are interpreted by fuzzy membership functions. Since the distance between basement columns is eight meters the worst position for a new roof support is four meters away. A Gaussian graph is used for the mapping. This is shown in the figure below to the left. Zero meters away scores a one, and four meters away a zero. The Bezier graph to the right is used for interpreting the amount of columns. Zero columns have the best performance, if there are more than 30 columns the performance is lowest. These membership functions form the leaf nodes of the Fuzzy Neural Tree (FNT) and are the most tangible scores.



Figure 126: Fuzzy membership functions. I Column distance, II Amount of columns



Relative importance The scores at the leaf nodes are combined to a weighted “average” score at the internal nodes of the FNT. A radial basis function and logical AND operation is used for calculating the abstracted score of this global objective. The placement of the columns is considered more important than the amount of columns and given the weights 0.7 and 0.3 respectively.



Figure 127: Weighted average, internal node, global objective functionality
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§ 5.3.1.3 Architectural and aesthetical concept The second global objective is purely focused on the architectural concept of a freeform roof and the aesthetical appearance. Quantitative First the height difference between the highest point and lowest point is calculated (III). Secondly the “average smoothness” is calculated by taking the average of the steepest bars per peak or valley (IV). Thirdly the amount of peaks and valleys are summed. These have been calculated during the process of creating supports (V). Qualitative For objective III a height difference of 20 meters is considered the best performance. This has been decided after comparing different manually generated shapes to the existing context. Overall the shape should be relatively smooth and curved (IV). Therefor an average of 35 degrees for steepest bars per peak/valley has been chosen. An average of zero would mean a planar surface and 70 would mean very steep hills. Objective V finally interprets the “blobyness”, 20 or more peaks and valleys is the ultimate goal.



Figure 128: Fuzzy membership functions. III Height difference, IV Average smoothness, V Variation convex / concave



Relative importance The height difference (0.4) is considered most important, followed by the “blobyness” (0.3) and average smoothness (0.3).



Figure 129: Weighted average for internal node global objective architecture
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§ 5.3.1.4 Structural and construction performance The third and last global objective considers structural performance and construction. A limited amount of objectives have been chosen. Quantitative For objective VI the amount of joints are counted. Followed by the average length of all the bars used for the framework (VII). Finally the amount of joints taking part in mechanisms are counted (VIII). Note that a joint can be part of multiple mechanisms. The rigidity is calculated in plane (2D), because only single layer frameworks are considered in the process. Out of plane loads cannot be converted to axial loads in most cases. Qualitative For easy construction and reducing cost the amount of joints should be limited. In the used model 250 joints is the lowest amount possible and 700 is the highest density (VI). To allow for easy and economical transport of framework members the individual bar lengths are rated and the mean is taken. Element sizes with length 11.5m are considered the best performing lengths for transport, but also 5.2m is considered relatively good. These lengths are based on standards shipping container lengths (VII). The membership function is manually drawn and remaps the input values to the domain of zero to unity using custom code instead of the default graph mapper. Finally a generated tessellation with a minimum of mechanisms is the structural goal (VIII). Zero mechanisms means that all in plane loads can be transferred via only axial loads to the supports. More mechanisms are possible since the realistic structure would have fixed joints instead of hinges. However, more material is needed to be able to transfer the loads without deformation of the construction.



Figure 130: Fuzzy membership functions. VI Amount of joints, VII Bar length, VIII Amount of joints part of a mechanism.



Container type



20’



40’



Inner dimensions



5.7m



12.0m



Element size



5.2m



11.5m



Table 3: Shipping containers and element sizes
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Relative importance The amount of joints which take part in mechanisms is considered the most important (0.4) followed by the bar lengths and total amount of joints (0.3).



Figure 131: Weighted average for internal node global objective structure



§ 5.3.1.5 Constraints Two boolean constraints have been introduced. If a constraint calculation outputs false the respective design generation is ignored by Octopus (MOO-solver) and it will not be used to create new design variables. If a constraint outputs true the generation is used in the optimization procedure. The first constraint checks if the rigidity computation in MATLAB was successful (IX). Some strange tessellations and roof shapes could potentially generate an error during the external calculation. An error is not problematic for the whole procedure due to the error handling built in the MATLAB listener and this constraint. The second constraint checks the steepest parts of the generated roof (X). It is possible that some roof shape generations are very unrealistic. By ignoring all shapes with a slope of more than 70 degrees this can be avoided.



§ 5.3.1.6 Notes It should be noted that membership functions and the values chosen for the weighted averages are not based on empiric research but imply design decisions. Therefore the final design will be guided by a personal and limited rule base. It is both possible and to be advised to include hard aspects. This is the strength of this system. Soft and hard, personal and empirical aspects, which are complexly interrelated, can be handled by this system. The method is characterized by the transparency of the design process. In cases where personal preferences should be avoided in-depth research founded by exact science is needed to determine a knowledge base.
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§ 5.3.2 Multi-objective optimization For multi-objective optimization the Octopus component is implemented. The method has been described in § 2.1.5.



Figure 132: Octopus interface



Octopus has the ability to plot the performance of the design solutions in 3D. Every axis corresponds with one of the described global objectives. Instead of maximizing all goals to one, Octopus minimizes the solutions. So the performance scores have been adjusted accordingly in advance. I. Triangulated tessellation and no rigidity computation The following settings are used during the optimization process as presented at the P4, Go/No go phase. The tessellation was fixed to triangles and rigidity was not computed. Too steep roofs where “punished” score wise by a membership function. In the new version this has been replaced by a constraint. Population size: Generations: Maximum calculation time: Elitism: Mutation probability: Crossover rate:



100 30 5s 0.5 0.1 0.8



In total 37 genes or design variables are manipulated.
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II. Multiple tessellations and rigidity computation Finally the rigidity computation in MATLAB has been integrated in the optimization loop. The above described new membership function “amount of mechanisms” has been introduced and two constraints are added. Population size: Generations: Maximum calculation time: Elitism: Mutation probability: Crossover rate:



50 99 60s 0.5 0.1 0.8



In total 38 genes or design variables are manipulated.



§ 5.4 Structural rigidity tool The rigidity calculations as introduced in § 2.5.2 by Pellegrino and Callendine have been implemented firstly in a custom Grasshopper component coded in C#. The code can be found in Appendix I. Because the introduced method was too limited and Grasshopper has some speed constraints Matlab is used for the second version of this tool in combination with a data exchange component. The new engine allowing mechanism localization is developed by P. Sonneveld, while the development of the integration with Grasshopper is done by the author of this thesis.



§ 5.4.1 Rigidity analysis using the SVD in Grasshopper The first tool is developed using the Dot.Net Numerical math library IlNumerics for the matrix calculations. This external library is necessary because Grasshopper does not provide a way to calculate the Singular Value Decomposition directly. The following standard examples from the literature are tested in Grasshopper. The amount of mechanisms and modes of self-stress are successfully found.



Figure 133: Testing of the example structures by Pellegrino in Grasshopper
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Figure 134: Testing more complex structures with the custom Grasshopper rigidity tool



Identification of rigid substructures was not built in this version. Because it became apparent by this study that localizing the mechanisms with this method alone was not possible. A benefit of this native approach is the tight integration with Grasshopper, but it also has limitations. Speed, available suitable numerical libraries and scientific guidance proved difficult.



§ 5.4.2 Localization of rigid bodies and mechanisms In consultation P. Sonneveld developed an extension to structural analysis using matrices and the singular value decomposition for rigidity analysis. This extension to the mathematical method for determining rigidity in three-dimensional structures using the singular value decomposition is a practical addition for architects and structural engineers. It can provide more insight in real structures than the currently available mathematical methods. The addition is information about the location of problematic parts of a designed structure consisting of bars and joints. Where the current mathematical models only indicate whether a structure is rigid or not, and possibly indicates the number of mechanisms (degrees of freedom) or the number of "unnecessary" bars (modes of self-stress), we can use this method to determine which nodes belong to a mechanism. After which the designer might take steps to make the construction completely stiff. Note that problems in a structure can also be found using traditional finite elements methods, but this is only possible in advanced phases of the design process because the materialization has to be known. This new method works with very limited information and can thus be used earlier in the design process and have more influence on the final design.



§ 5.4.2.1 Pythagoras and kinematics in relation to rigidity calculations Kinematics is concerned with moving bodies. Physical properties, except for dimensions and forces, are not taken into account. By comparing the movement of two connected nodes to the difference of their relative location vectors the mutual rigidity of those two points can be determined using the rule of Pythagoras. In this context “movements” are considered extremely small displacements, otherwise the linear equations used in the singular value decomposition of the equilibrium matrix are not
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valid. Large displacements would namely mean elongation or shortening of the bars. If extremely small displacements are chosen for all nodes and the displacement happens in time we get velocities, also called gradients. An advantage of this “scaling” is that if extremely small displacements are divided by extremely small amounts of time relatively “normal” numbers can be used. They are scaled to numbers in the order 1,2,3 etc. Take a fixed point and a free point as shown in the adjacent image. They are connected to a beam r. Now move the free point perpendicular to 𝑟 with a vector 𝑣. Using Pythagoras theorem, the new length of the beam is found.



𝑙 2 = |𝑟 |2 + |𝑣 |2 In order to not to change the length of the bar the displacement 𝑣 must be zero:



⃑ 𝑙 2 − |𝑟 |2 = |𝑣 |2 = 0 (𝑙 − |𝑟 |)(𝑙 + |𝑟 |) = |𝑣 |2 = ⃑0 (𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ) 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 (𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ) = |𝑣 |2 = ⃑0 𝑣 will be small due to the square root, but not zero. It becomes zero if speed is considered. Consider the origin of all mathematics related to rigidity: If a point is moved which is attached to another fixed point and the length of the connection must remain the same, then this free point can only move in a perpendicular direction. The free node describes a circle. If joints 𝑥1 en 𝑥2 which are rigidly connected are moved, they can only move in the same direction (plus a perpendicular movement).



The position vector difference should therefore be perpendicular to the difference of the displacements (relative velocity) in order to keep the relative distance the same. Expressed mathematically:



(𝑥1 − 𝑥2 ) ⊥ (𝑣1 − 𝑣2 )
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Perpendicularity can be calculated by the inner product (dot product) between two vectors. This can be done in two ways: by multiplying each other and then adding the components, or by taking product of the lengths times the cosine of the included angle. In 2D coordinates this is the same as (from Pythagorean theorem):



𝑥1 𝑣1 + 𝑥2 𝑣2 + 𝑥𝑛 𝑣𝑛 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 𝑣𝑖 The two difference vectors are perpendicular to each other when the inner product is zero:



(𝑥1 − 𝑥2 ) ∙ (𝑣1 − 𝑣2 ) = ⃑0 The calculation for 3D coordinates is analogous. If the outcome of the above formula is zero, then we know that the connecting bar between two nodes does not change in length and the two points thus are rigid relative to one another. This has also been proven by Jack Graver (1991). He states: “This is precisely the condition that the components of 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 in the direction 𝑣1 − 𝑣2 are identical, and therefore, do not stretch or compress the rod joining 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 ”. An advantage of using kinematics is that structural conclusions can be based on mere geometry. Previously constructive conclusions were drawn using material properties such as pressure, tension and bending stiffness, but those can now be disregarded. In fact, information on the interconnections of the nodes and the location of the nodes is sufficient to determine the rigidity. Because there are fewer variables need the computational calculations will also be faster. This is very advantageous during calculation and comparison of many variations in, for example, an optimization algorithm.



§ 5.4.2.2 Rigidity of substructures and random nodes mutually The above calculation is also valid for two nodes that are not connected, when compared in the above manner and the result is zero they are mutually rigid. This can be easily accomplished when they are connected rigid by a detour. See for example the image below.



The outermost two points are connected rigidly while they do not share any bars.



To find out if a substructure is rigid, such as a triangle or another polygon, a node and its immediate neighbors are considered. A node is considered as a neighbor if there is a bar connecting them. Their mutual rigidity is calculated in the above described way. The whole structure is checked for rigidity by comparing all connected points one by one. Instead of walking through the complete structure one by one, two nodes which are not connected can be checked for rigidity in another way. To do this, we can make use of the constant �� ⃑⃑ . This will be further explained in a forthcoming article by P. Sonneveld.
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𝑤 ⃑⃑ =



⃑1 ×𝑣 ⃑2 𝑣 ⃑ 1∙ 𝑟2 𝑣



𝑣𝑜 + 𝑤 ⃑⃑ × 𝑟 𝑣1 = 𝑣𝑜 + 𝑤 ⃑⃑ × 𝑟 𝑣100 − (𝑣𝑜 + 𝑤 ⃑⃑ × 𝑟 ) = ⃑0



§ 5.4.2.3 Relationship between the SVD and the locations of mechanisms The singular value decomposition, SVD is a way to determine the null-space of the assembled matrix, and gives a set of independent vectors (cannot be combined to zero), which are orthogonal (Pellegrino & Calladine, 1986). The SVD method is favored because of a low risk of losing numbers and rounding problems. It thus provides a sound basis for all possible movements in a structure (framework of pin-jointed bars). For the left singular values, the row order is preserved with respect to the original equilibrium matrix, this is a prerequisite for applying the new method described in this section. The relationship between the bars and the equilibrium matrix will be lost. However, this has no effect on the results. The left null-space is the component of the SVD, which can be used in determining the mechanisms and rigid (sub-)structures (rigid bodies). Because the number of independent vectors of the null-space (the base) is equal to the number of degrees of freedom, or mechanisms, in the construction. From combinations of the column vectors in the left nullspace, any combination of movements can be constructed. So we find all the possible movements of all the nodes of the framework. All these possible movements are called movement modes. One mode contains the movement information for all nodes which move at the same time The new next step after the SVD is making a movement mode of which the likelihood is almost zero that when it is applied the non-rigid nodes are left untouched. In other words, all nodes that are involved in a mechanism will start to move. Setting up of the special motion mode is as follows: all f vectors of the null-space basis are multiplied by a scalar αf . These scalars are chosen randomly from normally distributed
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numbers. They are themselves normally distributed because mathematically much is known about these distributions.



𝑥1 𝑣1 𝑣1 𝑣1 𝑣′1 𝑥2 𝑣2 𝑣2 𝑣2 𝑣′2 𝑥3 ⟹ 𝑣3 𝛼1 + 𝑣3 𝛼2 + ⋯ + 𝑣3 𝛼𝑓 = 𝑣′3 ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ 𝑥𝑛 [𝑣𝑛 ] [𝑣𝑛 ] [𝑣𝑛 ] [𝑣′𝑛 ] Next, the moving nodes are examined in the manner described in the previous section. For all these nodes we see if there are two fixed nodes (inner product is zero), which indicates that they are part of a rigid substructure. As a start node, the node is selected with the most connections, because this is logically the best chance that it belongs to a rigid substructure. In this way, all rigid substructures are found. The bars which are not part of one of these sub-structures belong to a mechanism. In addition, all of the points which are part of two or more sets of different rigid substructures are mechanisms. In this manner, the degrees of freedom can be localized in a non-rigid structure. Notes In numerical calculations it is really rare to get pure zeros due to rounding. Therefore the smallest "zeros" have to be considered as zero. This can be done by choosing an acceptable threshold value 𝜖. Pellegrino describes this as the threshold value which depends on an acceptable round-off error and on the accuracy to which the nodal coordinates are defined. (1993).
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§ 5.4.3 Matlab tool The scientific programming environment Matlab has been used to implement the method described above. The core of the engine is written by P. Sonneveld and uses as a basis the same method as used in the Grasshopper tool for rigidity computation (SVD). To be able to exchange information between Grasshopper and Matlab a connection has been programmed by the author of this thesis. The Grasshopper component is written in Python and the other part is in native Matlab. Both pieces of code can be found in the appendices (II & III). The flow of information starts in Grasshopper and is translated by the custom component to a temporary Matlab file. All the time the listener written in MATLAB waits for new input. When this is found the rigidity engine analyses the found data. After the calculation the listener writes the new data to a csv file, which in turn is imported back in Grasshopper. When this is completed the temporary Matlab file containing the connectivity data from the previous analysis is deleted and the Matlab listener waits for new input again. In the next paragraphs a few known difficult rigidity calculation examples are given. These examples show the effectiveness of the newly developed tool.



Figure 135: Matlab data listener and counter
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Double banana The double banana is a well-known geometric shape which is often used to test rigidity analysis. The shape is built from two rigid bodies with a single mechanism. The tool finds this mechanism as can be seen below. The two rigid bodies are colored red and green. At the top and the bottom they are connected with hinges. The possible axis of rotation is through these points. Rigid substructures:



rig(1): rig(2):



1 4



2 5



3 6



7 7



8 8



Mechanisms:



rigids(1 & 2) contain:



7



8



Figure 136: Left: Sparsity matrix, Right: Rigid substructures (red/green) and hinges (pink)
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Two non-rigid connected rectangular bodies Another example of two rigid bodies: two braced squares with the joints laying in different planes. They are connected by four bars. Six rigid bodies are found: the two braced squares and the four bars. The mechanisms are found in the corner joints: colored pink below. Rigid substructures:



rig(1): rig(2): rig(3): rig(4): rig(5): rig(6):



1 2 3 4 1 5



5 6 7 8 2 6



3 7



4 8



Mechanisms:



rigids(1 & 5) contain: rigids(1 & 6) contain: rigids(2 & 5) contain: rigids(2 & 6) contain: rigids(3 & 5) contain: rigids(3 & 6) contain: rigids(4 & 5) contain: rigids(4 & 6) contain:



1 5 2 6 3 7 4 8



Figure 137: Left: Sparsity matrix, Right: One rigid body (red) and its rigid neighbors
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Beranek’s checker field The following two-dimensional “checker field” example is generated with both Rhino, Grasshopper and MATLAB. It is an example made by Beranek, he argues that by inspection it is hard to determine the rigidity of the framework shown below on the left. Due to the abundant triangles it can seem to the careless observer as a rigid framework. However the shape is able to deform under rotation.



Figure 138: Non-rigid framework by Beranek (1996)



The framework is modelled in Rhino, the program made in Grasshopper automatically detects the drawn elements and starts the rigidity calculation. The output is directly shown in the Rhino viewport. The green spheres below indicate the locations of joints which take part in a mechanism. In this case all joint (except at the outermost corners) take part in a rotational mechanism. Note that rigid body motions are not considered. By adding just one extra bar (in the green circle) all mechanisms are gone and the whole framework is rigid.



v



Figure 139: Left: locations of the joints taking part in the mechanism, Right: eliminating the mechanism by adding a bar (in the green circle)
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The given example is further researched by removing all diagonal bars in the center column of the framework. It is shown in the following images that two rigid bodies are formed which can move relative to each other. The green dots again indicate the “problematic” joints. By adding a fixed point, an anchor to the “world”, to each rigid body the whole system becomes rigid. These examples also show the versatile use and functioning of the newly developed rigidity analysis tool.



Figure 140: Left: Rigid bodies, Middle: Joints taking part in the mechanism, Right: No mechanisms when introducing an anchor per rigid body.
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Space frame Last but not least we consider a big freeform space frame made with the parametric model. A couple of bars are removed to see if the analysis can find the problematic locations.



Points: 1046 Links: 3991 Anchors: 3 Static: 3138 x 5046 matrix



Figure 141: The considered space frame



The system finds the problematic nodes. Mechanisms:



rigids(1 & 2) contain: rigids(1 & 4) contain: rigids(2 & 3) contain: rigids(3 & 4) contain:



275 1 276 277
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Figure 142: Matlab plot of one rigid body (red) and its flexible connected neighbor bodies (green)
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Chapter 6. Final designs Using evolutionary multi objective optimization to find designs different solutions are compared. The best performing designs are the result. Two sets of final designs will be shown. First a set without rigidity calculations and only triangulated tessellations. And next a set of designs which are generated including rigidity calculations, minimizing the amount of mechanisms. During the process not only plainly triangulated tessellations are considered, but all tessellations introduced in § 2.4.1.8, nine different typologies in total. In the first case the final loop ran for 30 generations with 100 solutions each. In the end thus 3000 designs have been compared in a limited amount of time. During the second case 99 generations where used with 50 solutions each. So almost 5000 designs where generated and analyzed. Due to the rigidity analysis the calculation time increased drastically. Therefore only 50 designs per population where considered. Calculation time became shorter over time because the found solutions had less mechanisms and connections. This made it possible to analyze extra generations (up to 99) in a reasonable amount of time. In both cases the initially randomly chosen set of solutions converge to positions on the Pareto front in the 3D solution space. This can be seen in the images below for a 2D section.



Figure 143: Pareto front formation



All squares represent a complete design solution. All greenish squares are generations from the archive. They did not survive the procedure because they are dominated by better results. The best results are to be found near the origin or axis. The dark red solutions, shown clearly in the third image, lay on the Pareto front and are non-dominated. This means that they are the best performing designs considering the given goals. The final selection of the design is up to the designer. Below a selection has been made of four designs per case. All perform extremely well for two global objectives and perform less on the other aspect. Finally the average best score is shown.
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§ 6.1 Triangulated tessellation and no rigidity computation Optimal design I: lowest on architecture / aesthetics Firstly consider the chosen design as shown below. It performs very well on structure and functionality, but poorly on architecture.



Figure 144: Pareto front 2D Architecture against Structure (30 generations): selected design



Figure 145: Low architecture score design, but optimal for the other objectives



As can been seen in the resulting design images above there is only one column which indicates high performance for functionality. Also the bar lengths and amount of joints are
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relatively good. However the shape is flat which clearly shows the low architectural / aesthetical score. Optimal design II: lowest on functionality Next consider the design scoring low on functionality.



Figure 146: Pareto front 2D structure against functionality (30 generations): selected design



Figure 147: Low functionality score design



The design has considerate height differences and a blobby expression. Structurally speaking (only in regard to transport) the bar lengths are good and few joints are used. It
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can also be clearly seen that in regard to the previous designs a lot more columns are placed. This explains the low functionality score. The result is however still a good performing design and the amount of columns are practically speaking not too problematic. Worse designs can easily be found. Optimal design III: lowest on structure Thirdly consider the last design with one low score: structure.



Figure 148: Pareto front 2D structure against functionality (30 generations): selected design



Figure 149: Low structural score design
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The architecture and functionality perform mathematically well, but the results are mediocre. In addition it can be clearly seen that there are a lot more joints and shorter bar lengths than previous solutions. This explains the low structure / construction score. Optimal design IV: average best Finally the average best design has been chosen. It is the design nearest to the origin. All aspects perform high, but not the highest.



Figure 150: Pareto front 3D (30 generations): selected design near origin As can been seen on the next page all three aspects clearly perform high. The amount of joints is relative low and bar lengths are fit for 20’ containers. There are many peaks with only one real valley. Resulting in enough variation of the shape and just one column centrally placed.



Figure 151: Average best design
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§ 6.2 Multiple tessellations and rigidity computation In this final case the amount of mechanisms has been taken into account and different tessellations have been tested. The biggest change can be found in the tessellation typology. All variants below settled for the Shigeru Ban’s type of tessellation (Centre Pompidou in Metz) with hexagons and triangles. This tessellation is only rigid in-plane with anchors at the edges. The other eight tessellation typologies have been considered as well, but where found inferior in regard to the chosen objectives. Again four different design are chosen from the Pareto front. See the graph below. Figure 152: All generated design solutions



Figure 153: 3D Pareto front after 99 generations with the four picked solutions.
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Optimal design I: lowest on architecture / aesthetics Firstly consider the chosen design as shown below. It performs very well on structure and functionality, but poorly on architecture. Functional 0,89 Col. dist. # Col. 0,94 0,51



Architectural 0,17 Height Smooth Var. 0,01 0,06 0,74



Structural 0,92 # Joints Size Mech. 0,92 0,73 0,96



Table 4: Performance values lowest arch. design (Unity is the highest possible performance value)



Figure 154: Low architecture score design, but optimal for the other objectives



As can been seen in the resulting design images above there is only one column which indicates high performance for functionality. Also the bar lengths and amount of joints are good. No in-plane mechanisms have been found. However the shape is flat which clearly shows the low architectural / aesthetical score.
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Optimal design II: lowest on functionality Next consider the design scoring low on functionality. Functional 0,11 Col. dist. # Col. 0,07 0,51



Architectural 0,89 Height Smooth Var. 0,86 0,69 0,80



Structural 0,92 # Joints Size Mech. 0,92 0,66 0,96



Table 5: Performance values lowest funct. design (Unity is the highest possible performance value)



Figure 155: Low functionality score design



The design has considerate height differences and a blobby expression. Structurally speaking the bar lengths are good and few joints are used. It can also be clearly seen that in regard to the previous designs a lot more columns are placed. This explains the low functionality score. The result is however still a good performing design and the amount of columns are practically speaking not too problematic.
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Optimal design III: lowest on structure Thirdly consider the last design with one “low” score: structure. Note that the structural global objective still scores well. This is however one of the lowest scoring designs of the final set of designs left after 99 generations. It can thus be noted that high functionality and architectural performance does not mean that a lot has to be given up structural wise. Functional 0,92 Col. dist. # Col. 0,91 0,64



Architectural 0,92 Height Smooth Var. 1,00 0,98 0,65



Structural 0,88 # Joints Size Mech. 0,92 0,56 0,96



Table 6: Performance values lowest struct. design (Unity is the highest possible performance value)



Figure 156: Low structural score design



The architecture and functionality perform mathematically well, but the results are mediocre. In addition it can be clearly seen that there are a lot more joints and shorter bar lengths than previous solutions. This explains the low structure / construction score.
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Optimal design IV: average best Finally the average best design has been chosen. It is the design nearest to the origin. All aspects perform high, but not the highest. Functional 0,88 Col. dist. # Col. 0,82 0,64



Architectural 0,85 Height Smooth Var. 0,85 0,67 0,69



Structural 0,92 # Joints Size Mech. 0,92 0,67 0,96



Table 7: Performance values average best design (Unity is the highest possible performance value)



Figure 157: Average best design



§ 6.3 Design choice The final design choice for the current generative model is the “average” solution. Normally a non-average solution is preferred due to an extremely well performing aspect which catches the eye easily, and can be used as a clear selling point. Often an extra non-explicit personal architectural objective helps to make a choice as well. In this case the final choice is based on visual perception in relation to the context. The design visually separates the immense space of the square by the central valley. Therefore the shape also potentially "guides" visitors towards the side entrances and exits, but most important could improve circular pedestrian movement along the shops in the plinth.
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Chapter 7. Discussion and conclusions § 7.1 Conclusions § 7.1.1 Main research question “How to create a performance driven freeform non-standard tessellated roof structure using parametric modelling and evolutionary optimization for the architectural and structural design?” The solution to this question is found using a threefold parametric model, performance evaluation using a fuzzy neural tree (FNT) and evolutionary multi objective optimization (EMO/MOO) applying the SPEA-2 algorithm. Together they form a generative model, which is used to create a freeform roof for the redevelopment setting Bos en Lommerplein in Amsterdam. The three parts of the parametric model are: shape, tessellation and support generation. The shape can be varied by a set of 20 design variables controlling four curves. Using point interpolation and a sinus function for the blob-like features, very different curves can be parametrically defined. These four curves together form the roof shape using a surface from curve network component. The shape and complexity of the roof surface is thus completely dependent on the values of the design variables. Different tessellations can be generated by firstly choosing one of the regular tessellations from a discrete set of nine types in total. The next step to parametrically influence the appearance of the tessellation is by grid modification. The connectivity topology stays intact. This is done by four attractor points. Two points which can change the grid density, they attract or repulse grid points. And the other two which can rotate grid points. The area of influence and the force of the described manipulations can be varied. Finally supports for the structure are generated using an analysis of the surface. A structural design choice has been made to place supports at the valleys of the surface. This will be further explained in the following answer to the structural sub question. There are no variables directly connected to this part, but the variables of the surface are indirectly responsible for the locations of supports. Parametric modelling has proven a very flexible way of defining architectural geometry and a multitude of design variants. However, on its own parametric design is not intelligent. All the possible design alternatives still span an immense solution space. To search this space an intelligent computational model has been created and tested. The formalism Intelligent Design Objects (IDO) is used as a framework for the computational model. IDO ensured the designs are performance-based, since selected goals are optimized for performance using a genetic algorithm. The performance of multiple (sub) goals, or objectives, are taken into account. The performance of the sub goals are “summarized” in three objectives using a FNT. Namely: functionality in relation to the redevelopment setting, architectural and aesthetic
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preferences related to freeform architecture, and structural performance including some construction and feasibility related issues. To rate the performance fuzzified scores are given using fuzzy membership functions at the leaf nodes of the neural tree. These membership functions of the goals are the core of the knowledge base and determine the overall resulting design. They are a mathematical interpretation, using different types of functions or graphs, of the goals set by the designer. These goals are thus “subjectively” marked important by the designer, but allow a more objective interpretation of the design process by allowing transparent decision making. Finally the evolutionary optimization compares the different generated designs and their fuzzified scores and finds using non-dominated sorting and genetic reproduction over time a Pareto front on which the optimal performance based designs are found. The loop of, generations, evaluation, and interpretation (plus providing new design variables) is key. Consequently, form finding, structural engineering and the redevelopment setting are handled in the computational generative design process. Important notes It should be noted that the generative approach steered by performance optimization is limited to the amount of objectives chosen for the design. Although IDO can handle a multitude of goals it is still impossible to define them all mathematically in the time given for a design. So an overall good performing design cannot be straightforwardly guaranteed. Over time probably more and more modules will be available to in a way plug and play your own computational design process, which will simplify dealing with multiple goals, but this is still far from reality. This research was not enough to find a way to parametrically generated real non-standard tessellations which are also rigid in plane. To prove the system of finding rigid tessellations only a limited set of tessellation typologies is tested. A new method and tool had to be developed to accomplish this. The different tessellations can be manipulated to change in appearance while maintaining its connection topology. In this way they are non-standard. But still only the few tessellation types with enough triangles are eligible to be rigid. The real power off the newly developed rigidity tool is not tested, since a “learning” tessellation typology generator has not been developed still. It has also been shown that the structured and modular approach of a gen erative models allows for collaboration between different software and disciplines. This fact would also allow multiple designers, engineers or researchers to work on one design. In this sense the computational design method is really interdisciplinary. By developing and connecting software, architect and engineers can bring aspects together in a synthesis. The result is not simply the sum of the aspects but a design solution that is worth much more than a traditional design satisfying fewer aspects to a high degree. It can also be noted that a computational generative design has a longer road to an initial design than traditional design. This is due to the fact that a traditional design process is not followed, but a design process is explicitly defined mathematically. Only after creating this process the generative loop can be run. The result of the extra time invested in the initial part of the design will be guaranteed high design quality of the chosen objectives.
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§ 7.1.2 Sub questions Is evolutionary computation suitable to identify integral designs involving structural assessment in the fitness assessment loop? In the final assessment loop ran during this thesis only a limited amount of structural labeled objectives were used in the assessment loop (evaluation). These where: amount of joints, element lengths and amount of joints taking part in mechanisms. The first two ar not the most important in relation to a structural design, but do say something about construction, manufacturing and feasibility. Namely: a lower amount of joints means less construction and manufacturing time, which increases the feasibility. Bars with lengths that can be easily transported increase the feasibility as well. These goals could, but are not in this research, easily be linked to cost by, for example, contractors. In general it can be noted that these objectives prove that the evolutionary computational method works, but they do not say everything about the actual structural performance. Nine different tessellation typologies have been tested and the system is able to identify the tessellations which are rigid in-plane and also suit the other objectives best. Only single layer frameworks have been tested but the system could be extended with space frames. The found tessellation used as loadbearing system can be materialized lighter due to the in-plane rigidity. The joints however still need to be fixed (welded) because the out of plane loads cannot be carried. The exact gain has not been determined. The design solution presented performed well on the implemented objectives. In regard to the limited amount of objectives it can be said that evolutionary computation can identify a suitable design. The structural relation between the placement of the load bearing structure and the existing basement of the design case Bos en Lommerplein is notable. Column placement was firstly considered a functional requirement, because of the flexible usability of the space. The amount of columns and locations of the columns however had a big influence on the overall shape in relation to structure. Because the amount of columns was minimized, shapes where found with a limited amount of valleys. The lack of pure valleys makes it easier for forces to flow to supports at the edge of the construction (given that there are enough bars). Using a rain analogy one can visualize that if water can flow away, the same goes, to an extent, for the forces in the structure. Thus the designs generated by the generative model which score high on the functional sub aspect where found to have structurally favorable shapes as well. In-depth structural analysis has not been implemented in the assessment loop. But, in a more favorable light we can say that the research on structural rigidity has led to an interesting collaboration between numerical math and structural analysis. A working computational integration between structural rigidity analysis and the proposed generative model has been successfully developed and due to the earlier mentioned modular setup of the model it is to believe that also more in depth structural analysis can be implemented in the fitness assessment loop to find even better structural designs.
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Can numerical analysis be used to identify rigid structural tessellations for freeform structures? The singular value decomposition (SVD) of a rigidly matroid or the inverse equilibrium matrix assembly has proven useful as a basis for this type of structural analysis. This is earlier proposed by Pellegrino and Callendine. By extending this existing method with the newly invented numerical analysis by P. Sonneveld it is possible to computationally localize mechanisms, or degrees of freedom in any framework. The test cases in this study have shown that these operations can be used to determine the rigidity of pin-jointed framework. Using the developed data exchange tool the information provided by this analysis can be integrated in generative models using Grasshopper. The tessellations studied are mainly single layered freeform frameworks, these are construction wise relatively simple when comparing with for example space frames. Therefor also a more complex freeform space frame has been tested, and the introduced method could successfully locate mechanisms and rigid (sub) structures. The basics for the mechanisms localization calculation are the creation of a general mode for allowed motions. The left null space given by the SVD produces column vectors with allowed movement of all the joints per degree of freedom. By combining these separate sets to one general motion set (total velocity vector) and applying this vector on the analyzed framework all movable joints will move accordingly. By comparing all movements to each other, rigid bodies can be found. This can be explained by the fact that all joints in a rigid body move in the same way. Finally the sets of joints per rigid body will be compared, and joints which are found in multiple sets indicate the location of a mechanism. The same goes for joints in different sets who share a bar. This information can be used to improve faulty tessellations. Is evolutionary computation suitable to identify a complex roof geometry, which satisfies functional and architectural requirements of a redevelopment program? The complex roof geometry is described as freeform or blob-like. Although an official definition lacks, there is general consensus about the appearance. In freeform architecture smooth curvature in multiple directions and varying shapes are key. This architectural concept has been defined mathematically in the used generative model by a set of fuzzy membership functions. In the answer to the main question the design variables influencing the shape have been described. The global objective architecture and aesthetics and the functional objective are mainly responsible for identifying the shape of the roof. Architecture and aesthetics encompasses the following elemental goals: Firstly, an overall height difference. This is a subjective goal and based on the proportions of the proposed roof in relation to the redevelopment setting. Secondly: average smoothness. The smoothness is objectively evaluated by measuring the slope of the roof at different points. And last but not least, a goal ensuring the varying shape by counting peaks and valleys. More peaks and valleys are rated better. But, more valleys also introduce a conflict with the functional objective to reduce columns, since columns are placed at the lowest points of valleys.
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The architectural objectives together with the functional requirements described in the answer to the first sub question are both satisfied by the evolutionary search process. And the results show that a complex roof geometry is found while satisfying the functional redevelopment requirements chosen, namely supports amount and placement. The architectural component of redevelopment has not been studied due to the focus shift toward structural rigidity. Thus this part of the research question cannot be answered.



§ 7.2 Recommendations Architecturally the current design could be enhanced by splitting the roof in multiple roofs or complete building parts. This could reduce the blanket effect, which can be overwhelming for the visitor and it offers better connection possibilities to the surrounding buildings. Spatially more activity zones could be defined. Also sustainability features could be included. Like optimal solar panels integration, natural lighting and ventilation / cooling. Architecture in general would benefit from more in-depth research on creating a solid knowledge base for a design assignment. This knowledge base, which is the most important part for decision-making, lacks scientific substantiation using exact sciences. In this thesis the objectives have been made explicit using membership functions, but are still only based on so called expert knowledge and personal design intent. To gain more understanding about the extra value of using computational intelligent methods it would be interesting to design a complex test case in both the traditional and computational way simultaneous by different teams. Because setting up computational setting up a generative model costs initially a lot of time, it can be expected that the traditional way can earlier produce overall satisfying designs. When performance on multiple objectives really becomes the top priority computation will become the way to go. The next part of the test could be another design round with a similar design case and different teams. The traditional designers would get the design plans and the computational designers would get the developed software components. It would be interesting to see what will be the benefit of the availability of a collection of intelligent software parts on the design process and result. A next step could be to enlarge the performance scope and work collaborative in a group of architects and engineers on a single design using IDO as design formalism. To be able to search for even better designs more computational resources could be used. In case further research is to be conducted on applying the static and kinematic knowledge gained by the introduced rigidity analysis, then it would be interesting to research nonstandard space frames in addition to single layer constructions. It is to be expected that these structures can better handle out of plane loads (bending). The generative model in this thesis used only nine different tessellation typologies. It would be really fascinating to develop new typologies based on rigidity information. Also the plate-lattice dualism introduced by Ture Wester (1984) and the effect on rigidity could be further researched. Both can lead to new structural typologies. The built computational extension to the SVD method for the localization of mechanisms in frameworks applies the information from the left null space of the equilibrium matrix, or
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the null space of the rigidity matroid. The information on modes of self-stress “hidden” in the right singular values is not extensively used in this thesis. Modes of self-stress however indicate possible redundant bars. Similar to the localization of mechanisms a meaningful research can be conducted on locating the redundant bars. By removing the extra bars lighter structures can be created. Statically determinant structures (zero modes of self-stress) are also easier to assemble because the distance between members is never already determined by a different already placed bar. Last but not least disturbances such as thermal differences and manufacturing imperfections will not lead to over-stressing (Miura & Pellegrino, Forthcomming). To improve the data exchange and interaction between the rigidity software built in Matlab and Grasshopper a COM interface could be used. Currently the data is exchanged via files, which is not preferred. It slows down the calculation process. For non-standard tessellations and space frames the type of joints are very important. What would be the best approach to really build such non-standard architecture? Are modular adaptable joints helpful? Or can different kind of joints be used for parts that can be really built as hinges and others which are stiff for bending. The article on reticulate structures by Stephan, Sanchez-Alvarez and Knebel would provide helpful information (2004).



§ 7.3 Reflection § 7.3.1 Research process and products The products of this research are twofold, firstly a couple of parametric and computational models brought together in a generative computer program and secondly a design in a redevelopment setting with a limited program of requirements. Both computational and structural goals were tested in the single redevelopment design case. Multiple high performing design solutions are results of this case, the Intelligent Design Objects (IDO) method has been applied to identify those high performing designs. The developed computational rigidity tools are on the other hand the most innovative result of this research. During the application of IDO on the design case the complex nature of design became very manifest. The applied method is able to deal with a vast amount of design objectives. To prove this, initially too many objectives for the design case were chosen. If the method is to be used to its fullest potential more human resources and/or time are necessary. To work in an interdisciplinary way as one person has proven to be a time-consuming task. To be able to conduct this research a lot of knew knowledge on subjects traditionally not studied in depth during the bachelor and master education at the faculty of Architecture in Delft had to be obtained. For example non-visual programming skills and numerical analysis. For this study the programming languages C# (C sharp), Visual Basic, Python and Matlab were used, next to the mainly used visual programming language Grasshopper. This was necessary to be able to implement numerical analysis for the structural evaluation in the computational model.
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From the exact sciences mainly linear algebra has been studied. This to be able to use matrix operations proposed in the method for rigidity calculations used in this thesis. During the application of this method of rigidity analysis in the design case it became apparent that the method lacked a way of computationally interpreting the found mechanisms in non-rigid structures. Therefor the focus on multi-objective optimization shifted towards the development of a usable extension to this method. In collaboration with the Numerical Analysis department of Applied Mathematics finally a way was found to computationally identify the location of mechanisms in structural frameworks. From this point forward this new extension can be extensively tested. For the analyzed single layer constructions the rigidity analysis only holds for forces in plane, forces out of plane (bending) can still cause problems. Therefor in practice the hinges still need to be fixed. In parallel, architectural analysis of the design case has been conducted and several parametric generative models have been developed. Due to the necessary shift in focus sadly not enough could be done with the information from the architectural analysis and the implementation of multiple objectives in the overall generative model. The validity of the computational intelligent design method could thus only be partly determined until now. In general can be concluded that the proposed research method was followed. However the chronological approach of a literature study followed by a design proved unrealistic and during every step of the design additional knowledge had to be obtained. This was mainly due to the broad starting point and the only later found research focus of the project. Until now the last step of the research has not been completed fully, but additionally a, from the start not foreseen, rigidity analysis extension has been largely developed.



§ 7.3.2 Graduation lab and thesis The theme of the lab Computation and Performance is: design, computation and digital manufacturing of performative architecture in an exploratory process. The following subjects are the treated subthemes and encompass different, mostly computational, methods: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Parametric design techniques to explore and represent design alternatives; Integral 3D digital design and design generation; Digital process interaction between design, analysis, and manufacturing; Computational morphogenesis or the complex relationship between form, force and materials in 3D; 5. The influence of (new) fabrication methods on design processes; 6. Virtual and physical prototyping; 7. The use of new materials and/or new application of materials.2



From a personal record of the graduation lab website, which is no longer available because the lab has been suspended recently. 2
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The themes cover an interdisciplinary context and as such can be applied on any case related to design. The proposed design of a market hall in a redevelopment setting is not directly related to the graduation lab but stems from a social and political context (see below) and is used to verify the researched computational methods. The subthemes one to four are largely covered in this thesis. Firstly the parametric design approach is used while building a computational program with the software Grasshopper. This application can create design generations, which can be explored using performance evaluation and multiobjective optimization (point 1 and 2). Together they can accomplish the interaction between design and analysis in a digital process (point 3). Due to the shifted focus this link has not been fully accomplished, but an overall software design has been provided in this thesis. The relations between form and force have been extensively studied by rigidity evaluation using numerical analysis (point 4). The rigidity analysis makes use of a singular value decomposition, which is an interesting approach because it allows to obtain knowledge about the structural performance without knowing the materials used beforehand. This approach can thus be applied earlier on in the design process to find functional design alternatives than regular finite element methods. The umbrella chair Design Informatics has the aim to apply Information, Communication and Knowledge Technology (ICKT) throughout the entire domain of architectural design. The emphasis is on building technology and the extra focus on structural performance is thus in this light very relevant. Design Informatics bridges the hard aspects of informatics and technology and the soft aspects of design and creativity. Exactly this bridging function is handled using the computational intelligent method IDO. Another related subject is non-standard architecture. The conceptual idea of the design case is a freeform envelope structure. Blobs like this fall under non-standard design because they are difficult to design and build using traditional methods. In relation to rigidity also non-standard tessellation has been studied, trying to find interesting alternatives to the widely adopted solution of triangulating doubly curved surfaces. From the start to the end of this research the relevance and relationship to the graduation lab and chair have been apparent.



§ 7.3.3 The project and the wider social context The relevance for society is first and foremost the guaranteed quality of a proposed design, which is very desirable due to the present economic fallback, resource scarcity and other environmental concerns. The design of a market hall is interesting for the European food industry, since due to new European legislation the preparation and sale of food on open-air markets becomes impossible. The internationally proven typology of the market hall is relatively new for The Netherlands and offers a solution that meets the modern hygienic requirements.
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Society will benefit from the qualitative local urban improvements associated with the redevelopment of the original market location. The newly proposed rigidity tool for pin-jointed frameworks allows architects and structural engineers to search for, and identify useful structures with a new architectural expression. It allows for complex envelopes built with different tessellations than basic triangulated doubly curved surfaces. The non-standard architecture proposed has intrinsic sustainable qualities due to the uniqueness and high performance of the design. This can be explained by the fact that the most sustainable buildings are the buildings that last the longest. This project is embedded in a redesign setting and thus the existing environment is supposed to have a longer life. By creating a non-standard and architectural relative unique project the life expectancy of the complex is even further elongated.
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Appendices Appendix I. Grasshopper rigidity check tool This tool is compatible with Rhino 5 64bit and Grasshopper 0.9.0056. The script is written in C# (C Sharp) and depends on the external library ILNumerics, therefore ILNumerics64.dll needs to be loaded as assembly in the component. // // // // // // // //



Input variables (all list access) J = Joints as points in numbered list with x,y,z coordinates (Point3D) K = Kinematic constrained joints (int) B = Numbered bars as curves (line) BS = Start joint no. per bar no. (int) BE = End joint no. per bar no. (int) T = Tolerance log = Textual matrix assembly feedback to out (bool)



// Output variables // M = Assembled equilibrium matrix (GH matrix) //Validate inputs if (J.Count < 2) { Print("Error: Need at least two joints."); return; } if (B.Count < 1) { Print("Error: Need at least one bar"); return; } if ((BS.Count != B.Count) || (BE.Count != B.Count)) { Print("Error: Amount of start and/or end joint numbers is not the same as the amount of bars."); return; } if (K.Count < 0) { Print("Error:Need at least three fixed nodes."); return; } // Variables int rows = 3 * J.Count - K.Count * 3; int columns = B.Count; //unsupportend unconstrained joints IEnumerable jointNumbers = Enumerable.Range(0, J.Count); int[] freeJoints = jointNumbers.Except(K).ToArray(); ILArray matrixAssembly = new double(); //Matrix assembly int row = 0; for(int i = 0; i < rows / 3; i++){ int freeJoint = freeJoints[i];
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for(int bar = 0; bar < columns; bar++){ // if bar is connected to current freejoint if((BE[bar] == freeJoint) || (BS[bar] == freeJoint)){ matrixAssembly[row, bar] = J[BE[bar]].X - J[BS[bar]].X; } } row++; for(int bar = 0; bar < columns; bar++){ if((BE[bar] == freeJoint) || (BS[bar] == freeJoint)){ matrixAssembly[row, bar] = J[BE[bar]].Y - J[BS[bar]].Y; } } row++; for(int bar = 0; bar < columns; bar++){ if((BE[bar] == freeJoint) || (BS[bar] == freeJoint)){ matrixAssembly[row, bar] = J[BE[bar]].Z - J[BS[bar]].Z; } } row++; } //Matrix assembly log, use with caution when operating on large datasets if(log == 2){ string[,] matrixAssemblyLog = new string[rows, columns]; int r = 0; for(int i = 0; i < rows / 3; i++){ int freeJoint = freeJoints[i]; for(int bar = 0; bar < columns; bar++){ if((BE[bar] == freeJoint) || (BS[bar] == freeJoint)){ matrixAssemblyLog[r, bar] = "(" + BE[bar].ToString() + "X-" + BS[bar].ToString() + "X)"; } else { matrixAssemblyLog[r, bar] = "( " + freeJoint + " " + bar + " )"; } } r++; for(int bar = 0; bar < columns; bar++){ if((BE[bar] == freeJoint) || (BS[bar] == freeJoint)){ matrixAssemblyLog[r, bar] = "(" + BE[bar].ToString() + "Y-" + BS[bar].ToString() + "Y)"; } else { matrixAssemblyLog[r, bar] = "( " + freeJoint + " " + bar + " )"; } } r++; for(int bar = 0; bar < columns; bar++){ if((BE[bar] == freeJoint) || (BS[bar] == freeJoint)){ matrixAssemblyLog[r, bar] = "(" + BE[bar].ToString() + "Z-" + BS[bar].ToString() + "Z)"; } else { matrixAssemblyLog[r, bar] = "( " + freeJoint + " " + bar + " )"; } }
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r++; } for (int i = 0; i < matrixAssemblyLog.GetLength(0); i++) { string str = null; for (int k = 0; k < matrixAssemblyLog.GetLength(1); k++) { str += matrixAssemblyLog[i, k]; } Print(str); } } // SVD rigidity analysis ILArray outU = new double(); ILArray outV = new double(); ILArray outSvd = ILMath.svd(matrixAssembly, outU, outV); //Calculate the rank, first generate an array with boolean values using the tolerance to decide if a singular value is treated as zero double[] singularValues = new double[0]; //Bug: last item in array has a value of 0 while bigger than T outSvd[outSvd > T].ExportValues(ref singularValues); //Output Matrix rank double Rank = singularValues.Length; R = Rank; if(log == 1){ Print("Equilibrium matrix assembly:" + Environment.NewLine + matrixAssembly.ToString()); Print("Left singular vectors U:" + Environment.NewLine + outU.ToString() + Environment.NewLine + "Singular values S:" + Environment.NewLine + outSvd.ToString() + Environment.NewLine + "Right singular vectors Vt:" + Environment.NewLine + outV.T.ToString()); } // Amount of inextensional (internal) mechanisms / independant inextensional displacement modes r IM = (double) rows - Rank; // Amount of independant states of self-stress (redunant bars) c SS = (double) columns - Rank;
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Appendix II. Grasshopper to Matlab (csv) connectivity export tool This piece of Python code exports the bar and joints connectivity information to a MATLAB file. The MATLAB file is used by MATLAB to perform the rigidity analysis. The component can also pause the Grasshopper solver until MATLAB finishes the computation and exports the calculated data. This data will then be imported and processed in Grasshopper.



import os, time, filecmp, shutil if P and S and E and file_dir and file_name_in and file_name_out and active: # Create the Matlab file to write file_path_in = file_dir + file_name_in file_in = open(file_path_in, 'wb') file_path_out = file_dir + file_name_out file_path_out_clone = file_path_out + '.copy' # Create file if non-existent open(file_path_out, 'a').close() # Temporarily store creation time of original file file_out_time = os.stat(file_path_out).st_mtime # Copy to be able to compare files shutil.copyfile(file_path_out, file_path_out_clone) # Write Matlab function file_in.write('function newsamp=getnewsamp;\r\n\r\n') # Nodes file_in.write('newsamp.ptsv=[') for y in range(0, len(P)): if y < len(P) - 1: file_in.write(P[y]+' ;\r\n') else: file_in.write(P[y]) file_in.write(']\';\r\n\r\n') file_in.write('newsamp.links=[') # Links: Start nodes list and End nodes list links = S + E for x in range(0, len(links)): if x < len(links) - 1: if x == (len(S) -1): file_in.write(links[x]+';') else: file_in.write(links[x]+',') if (x != 0 and x % 20 == 0): file_in.write('...\r\n') else: file_in.write(links[x]) file_in.write(']+1;\r\n\r\n') file_in.write('newsamp.anchor=[')
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if C: # Constrained nodes for x in range(0, len(C)): if x < len(C) - 1: file_in.write(C[x]+ ',') else: file_in.write(C[x]) file_in.write(']+1;') # close the file file_in.close() #make sure Rhino doesn't use the file any more open(file_path_out, 'a').close() # Automatically import the calculated data from the by Matlab # generated file # This will only run if "auto" is true # Grasshopper and Rhino will be unresponsive until Matlab has # exported the new results, or the old results are deleted if auto: wait = 1 while wait: if not os.path.exists(file_path_out): wait = 0 elif os.stat(file_path_out).st_mtime > file_out_time: wait = 0 elif filecmp.cmp(file_path_out, file_path_out_clone, shallow=False): time.sleep(1) else: wait = 0 os.remove(file_path_out_clone) if os.path.exists(file_path_out): file_out = open(file_path_out, 'r') seen = set() seen_add = seen.add # Strip line breaks and split multiple items in new list Mtmp = [line.strip().split(';') for line in file_out] # Flatten list, and subtract 1 (needed because MATLAB # calculates the joints from 1, and GH from 0) M = [int(y) - 1 for x in Mtmp for y in x] M_store = M # Joints of the mechanisms (one joint can be part of multiple # mechanisms) Mjt = [ x for x in M if x not in seen and not seen_add(x)] Mjt_store = Mjt file_out.close() if not active or not auto: # If the plug-in is not active (or doesn't auto update) output the # previous calculated data. Or error code -4 if nothing is calculated # ever. try: Mjt_store M_store except NameError: Mjt_store = -4 M_store = -4 Mjt = Mjt_store M = M_store
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Appendix III. MATLAB listener The custom made MATLAB listener is a program which auto discovers newly exported connectivity and runs the rigidity computation automatically (strucfun). After the computation two CSV files are created with information (joint numbers) about the location of mechanisms in the provided pin-jointed framework and the rigid substructures. The program provides a user interface and error handling without interrupting any optimization loop. Note: Without the strucfun engine this code is worthless. function listener file_dir = strrep(mfilename('fullpath'), mfilename, ''); file_path_sub = strcat(file_dir,'M2GH_sub_tmp.csv'); file_path_mech = strcat(file_dir,'M2GH_mech_tmp.csv'); %Structural analysis program format compact global tracevar; global plotFig1 plotFig2 plotFig3; close all; %Clear all figure windows status = 'Starting'; helperGui = figure('Position',[25 100 320 125],... 'MenuBar','none',... 'CloseRequestFcn',@stop_button,... 'Name', 'Listener Controle',... 'NumberTitle', 'off',... 'Resize', 'off'); helperStatus = uicontrol(helperGui,'Style','text',... 'Position',[20 95 250 15],... 'String',status,... 'HorizontalAlignment','left'); helperCounter = uicontrol(helperGui,'Style','text',... 'Position',[20 70 30 15],... 'String','0',... 'HorizontalAlignment','left'); helperCounterLabel = uicontrol(helperGui,'Style','text',... 'Position',[50 70 220 15],... 'String','frameworks analysed',... 'HorizontalAlignment','left'); helperErrors = uicontrol(helperGui,'Style','text',... 'Position',[20 45 30 15],... 'String','0',... 'HorizontalAlignment','left'); helperErrorsLabel = uicontrol(helperGui,'Style','text',... 'Position',[50 45 220 15],... 'String','errors',... 'HorizontalAlignment','left'); helperButton = uicontrol(helperGui,'Style','pushbutton',... 'Position',[20 10 80 25],... 'String','Stop',... 'HorizontalAlignment','left',... 'Callback',@stop_button); counter = 0; errors = 0; keepLooping = true;
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%Prefab plots: plotFig1 = figure('Position',[25 275 320 320],... 'Name', '1: Plot sparsity pattern',... 'tag', 'plot1',... 'NumberTitle', 'off'); while keepLooping %Wait for the connectivity information from Grasshopper checkForFile = 0; i = 0; status = 'Waiting for results '; fprintf(status) set(helperStatus,'String',status) while checkForFile < 1 && keepLooping checkForFile = checkForFile + exist('GH2M_tmp.m','file'); fprintf('.') status = [status '•']; set(helperStatus,'String',status) if i ~= 0 && mod(i,10) == 0 fprintf(repmat('\b',1,10)) status = 'Waiting for results '; set(helperStatus,'String',status) end; i = i+1; pause(1) end % Run rigidy analysis if exist('GH2M_tmp.m','file') %if ~isempty(findobj('tag','plot')) % close(findobj('tag','plot')) %end; status = 'New input found, running rigidity analysis'; fprintf('\n%d\n', status) set(helperStatus,'String',status) pause(0.00001) clear GH2M_tmp samp=GH2M_tmp; try % Use QR decomposition [rigid,samp,mech]=strucfun(samp,0); % Use SVD %[rigid,samp,mech]=strucfun(samp,1); % Rigid substructures if exist(file_path_sub,'file') delete(file_path_sub) end for j=1:size(rigid,1); dlmwrite(file_path_sub,rigid{j}.ptsv,'delimiter',';','append') %sj=sprintf('%i',j); %fprintf('rig(%s):%s ',sj,blanks(5-length(sj))); %disp(rigids{j}.ptsv); end; % Mechanisms if exist(file_path_mech,'file') delete(file_path_mech)
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end if size(mech,1) > 0 for j=1:size(mech,1); mechj=mech{j,1}; dlmwrite(file_path_mech,mechj(3:end),'delimiter','; ','-append') end else % if there are no mechanisms export 0 csvwrite(file_path_mech,[0]) end %showrigids(rigid, 'Rigid substructures'); %showmech(mech,'Mechanisms:'); catch error if exist(file_path_sub,'file') delete(file_path_sub) end if exist(file_path_mech,'file') delete(file_path_mech) end if (strcmp(error.identifier,'strucfun:max1')) %if max1 undifined error occured in strucfun (during rigidity %calculations), the following is exported: %-1. This happens when no triangles are %found and all joints are mechanisms. warning('No triangles found, all joints are mechanisms.') csvwrite(file_path_mech,[-1]) % Display any other errors as usual. else %if any other error occured in strucfun (during rigidity %calculations), the following is exported: %-2 err = [-2]; csvwrite(file_path_sub, err) csvwrite(file_path_mech, err) warning(error.message) warning('An error occured, skipped the calculation.') errors = errors+1; % Make a copy of problematic file for later % investigations copyfile(strcat(file_dir,'\GH2M_tmp.m'),strcat(file_dir ,'\failed\GH2M_tmp', datestr(now, 'HHMMSS'),'.m')) end end %rigid substructures delete(strcat(file_dir,'\GH2M_tmp.m')); counter = counter+1; set(helperCounter,'String',int2str(counter)) set(helperErrors,'String',int2str(errors)) end
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pause(1); end function stop_button(src,evnt) keepLooping = false; if ishandle(plotFig1) delete(plotFig1); end if ishandle(helperGui) delete(helperGui); end % delete the mech output file to reactivate Grasshopper if exist(file_path_mech,'file') delete(file_path_mech) end end fprintf('\nStopped after %d rigidity analysis \n', counter) end



Appendix IV. Grasshopper detect changes Every time the Grasshopper solver runs, a lot of data needs to be recomputed. This slows down the user interface. To be able to perform live analytics while drawing, some heavy code needs to only run if the input data really changes. This simple script detects if the input changes and can notify other scripts. # This component detects changes between GH solves try: old except NameError: old = 0 if old == D: #if no change print 'do nothing' active = 0 old = D else: #if changed old = D active = 1 print 'update'
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Appendix V. Grasshopper curves generation for a freeform surface This Grasshopper component is used to parametrically manipulate two curves. The component is used twice in the overall definition. Once for the U direction and once for the V direction.



Note: Details can be seen by using zoom when viewing as PDF.



Appendix VI. Grasshopper curve manipulation with a sinus wave This Grasshopper component is also used to parametrically manipulate curves. In this case a sinus wave, which can parametrically be altered per curve, is used to modify the initial curve. The component is used four times.
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Appendix VII. Grasshopper tessellation grid manipulation This Grasshopper component is used to manipulate the tessellation grid. Depending on the input it can locally change the density of points, or rotate the points around a chosen axis. The data order is maintained and thus the tessellation typology information as well. The translation effect on points near the edges are dampened towards zero. Due to speed considerations the manipulation is done on leveled points (Z coordinate = 0). The threedimensional effect, when restoring the Z coordinate per point, may thus vary. The component is used four times.



Note: Details can be seen by using zoom when viewing as PDF.
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Appendix VIII. Grasshopper surface peak and valley search This Grasshopper component is used to detect the peaks and valleys of the generated threedimensional tessellation. Gaussian and mean curvature had been used before to find these locations on the surface. These calculations are however heavy. In this version the directions of all the connected bars per joint are analyzed. When all connected bars point run upwards or downwards valleys and peaks are found respectively. The component is used once.



Note: Details can be seen by using zoom when viewing as PDF.



Appendix IX. Grasshopper total generative model overview Note: Details can be seen by using zoom when viewing as PDF.
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